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ABSTRAcf

This thesis examines the history of long-haul cattle ttansportation in Canada with

specific reference to the effect of inter-modal competition on the location of the

cattle processing industry. The study explores this history in chronological order,

closely exarrining:

. competition in the transport industry

o location of the cattle supply

o location of cattle slaughtering

. location of markets for beef

As competition in the transport industry increased, the location of processing shifted

from a position close to the final markets for beel towa¡ds the location of supply -

the western prairies. Increasing competition allowed firms to slaughter cattle at the

source of supply, and ship only beef, reducing transport costs. Although transport

factors played a large role in the shift of the processing centre, other factors such as

changing patterns of trade, shifts in the Canadian population, and tle inc¡eased

competitiveness of Albertan feedlots have been identified as impofant.
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CIIAPTER ONE : INTRODUCTION

This introductory chapter contains four separate parts. The first part is a general

introduction to the thesis. Section 1.2 lays out ttre objectives of the study, while

section 1.3 provides a brief overview. Finally, section 1.4 provides some information

on the definitions and conventions used throughout this document.

1.1 Introduction

Today, no cattle are moved by rail in Canada. This is starkly different from the

situation that existed 100 years ago, when significant numbets of cattle were shipped

over long distances by rail. In the past, the cattle were shipped by rail from the

principal sou¡ce of supply, the western prairies, to the prhcþal source of demand,

eastern Canada. Over the years, millions of cattle made the arduous journey fiom

southern Alberta to Toronto and Montreal by train. However, at some point in the

middle of the 20th ce¡tury, the number of cattle shipped by rail began to decline. By
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the mid-1980s, the number of cattle shipped from west to east by ¡ail was essentially

zero-

Historically, the principal demand for meat products in Canada has been in the most

populated parts of Ontario and Quebec. Westem Canada has always had a small

share of the population, and therefore a small share of the demand. However, the

abundance of ranging land has given the west a comparative advantage in the

production of cattle. In the early days, cattle were transported from west to east, and

processed at tle centres of high demand fo¡ meat products. As the transportation

industry developed, the producers were able to supply the eastern markets mo¡e

efficiently by raising, slaughtering and packing cattle in the west, then shipping only

the meat to the east.

Changes in the transportation industry have had a tremendous impact on the way that

cattle are shipped, and on the structure of the cattle and beef industries. At one

time, the railways had a complete monopoly over east-west (and west-east)

transpofation. The railways used this monopoly to ¡estrict the use of refrigerated

rail cars, forcing the processing of cattle to take place in the east. The railways tried

to restrict the use of refrigerated cars because of their substantial investment in the

Iive animal trade. This attempt patallels the actions of the U.S. railways several

decades earlier, where the railways did not allow meatpackers in Chicago to use

refrigerated cars to ship beef to the eastern U.S. market (Aduddell and Cain, 1973).

Chris Loly



Under the rail hegemony, freight rates discouraged the processing of cattle in beef in

the west. However, starting in the 1930s, the introducfion of moto¡ truck competition

eroded tle ¡ail mode's position of dominance. This new competition in the transport

industry allowed entrepreneurs in the cattle and beef industries to benefit from the

use of refrigerated transportation to ship beel not cattle, to the east. Competition

with trucks forced the railways to react by lowering their rates and offering more

flexible services. Soon, the locus of production of beef started to shift from eastern

Canada towards the west.

The logistics of cattle transport have changed dramatically since cattle were first

raised on the western prairies. The history of cattle transportation in Canada can be

divided into three broad stages:

1. pre-rail transport { beginnings of rail transport

2. rail transport { beginnings of truck-rail competition

3. truck-rail competition t truck dominance

Dividing the period of study into these three stages simplifies the research. The

thesis will follow this thematic division of the history of Canadian cattle transport,

devoting one chapter to each part. To simplify matters further, these parts will be

approximated by the followìng periods: part one, -1900; part two, 1900-50; and part

three, 195O-present.
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It is the thesis of this study that after western Canada was able to produce more

cattle than it needed, high railway rates on meat and lowe¡ rates on cattle encouraged

the shipment of cattle to the east for processing. The prairies were a surplus

producer of cattle by the turn of the century. Later, competition from trucks forced

competitive freight rates, and this led to inc¡eased beef production near the source of

the raw materials, in the west. The competition fiom trucks began in the 1930s, and

increased gradually until the 1950s, when it took off. The competitiveness of trucks

was increased in part by the substantial backhaul opportunities that the industry

enjoyed compared to the railways.

1.2 Obiectives

Tbis thesis has three objectives:

i To describe the historical patterns of cattle transportation between western

and eastern Canada, including numbers of cattle moved, points of origin and

destination, and mode of transport.

ii To describe the historical patterns of location of the cattle processing industry,

with special attention paid to the location of the cattle supply, the locatiol of

cattle processing, and the markets for cattle and beef.
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iii To explain why changes in the cattle transport system have occurred, with

¡eference to the transport industry, the cattle industry, and the beef industry.

1.3 Overview

The thesis contains six chapters. chapter one is the introductory chapter. It serves

as a brief preparation for the rest of the study, and it also add¡esses seve¡al

miscellaneous matters, such as definitions and other conventions.

chapter two is the theoretical framework. The purpose of this chapter is to examine

the theory relating to industry location, the transport industry, and the cattle and beef

industries. once this theory has been reviewed, it will help to shape the tåesis by

indicating what information is important and worthy of closer attention. The goal of

ttris chapter is to gain insights into what informafion matters, to make a fonnal

hypothesis, and to conside¡ what information is necessary to confirm or reject this

hypothesis.

chapters three through five examine the history of the transport, cattle and beef

industries in detail. chapter th¡ee discusses the early development of the cattle

industry, and the development of tle fi¡st trans-continental railway, the C.p.R.

Chris I-oly



Chapter fou¡ examines the development of these industries in the first hatf of the

20th century. Chapter five looks at the industry development after 1950.

Finally, chapter six provides a summary of chapters two through five, and derives

some b¡oad conclusions from the evidence. AIso included in chapter six is a

summary of some areas fo¡ further ¡esearch.

Due to the historical nature of this study, the quality of available data improves

steadily as time progresses. However, in many cases ideal data a¡e not available or

accessible, and so proxies have been used.

1.4 Definitions and Conventions

This section is here to provide some background knowledge about the terms used in

this thesis. Some of the tems have very specific meanings, and it is imperative that

the reader have some knowledge of the distinctions befo¡e proceeding. The

definitions can be divided into three categories: terms related to the cattle industry,

terms related to the transport industry, and terms ¡elated to location.

The terms related to the cattle industry are the most problematic. This thesis is

primarily concerned with cattle, which is a broad term that includes steers, bulls,

Chris I-oly



heifers, dairy cattle and several othe¡ varieties. Calves are young cattle. Some

autho¡s and sou¡ces make no distinction between cattle and calves. This study tries

to maintain the distinction, although such efforts are not always successful or

necessary. Cattle is a subset of livestock, which also includes hogs, poultry, sheep,

lambs, and others.

Slaughfering is an activity performed on livestock to tum it into meat. AJter

slaughtering is performed, cattle are dead and conside¡ed to be beef (or veal, in the

case of calves). Slaughtering also produces offal, or by-products such as hides,

hooves, bones, tongues, gallbladders, and othe¡ products. Cattle processing is

s)îonymous with cattle slaughtering. Meat packing is the process of separating meat

into smalle¡ bundles, and does not strictly imply slaughtering, but is often used to

mean slaughtering. A packing house is an establishment where packing takes place,

and it usually (but not strictly) implies an establishment where slaughtering also takes

place. A slaughterhouse is an establishment whe¡e slaughtering (and probably also

packing) takes place. An abattoir is a slaughterhouse.

Considering the ttansport industry, the most important term is mode. The industry is

composed of different modes of transport, the most important of which are the rail

mode (railways), the highway mode (trucking and buses), marine (boats) and air (air

carriers).
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The locations considered in this thesis are western Canada, the prairies, and eastem

Canada. Western Canada means the fou¡ western provinces, 8.C., Alberta,

Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Because of the low levels of cattle processing in 8.C.,

the prairies are used synonyrnously with the west. Eastern Canada refers principally

to Ontario and Quebec, but also includes the maritimes, by definition. In some cases,

Ontario and Quebec are termed "central Canada", but these ¡efe¡ences are few. For

the most part, ever¡thing east of the Manitoba-Ontario boarder is considered "easteür

Canada".

The most important convention worth mentioning is the use of area graphs. An area

graph is a useful way to tepresent several parallel series. The graph is different fiom

a traditional "line graph" because the series a¡e stacked upon each other. Most of the

area graphs used in this thesis show the Manitoban, Saskatchewan, Albertan, and

other Canadian sha¡es of something. Consider figure 1..1, a typical area graph taken

ftom anothe¡ part of the thesis.
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The Manitoban share is at the bottom of the graph, the Saskatchewan figures are

stacked vertically on top of the Manitoban area, and the Albertan figures are put on

top of the Saskatchewan area. The three areas, considered together, can be

considered the total prairie numbers. Wtren the data fo¡ the rest of Canada is

stacked upon the prairie numbers, the total area is equivalent to the national total.

These graphs are used because they clearþ show the shares accruing to each

p¡ovince. Much of this study is concemed with relative shares of the cattle supply or

of the slaughtering activity, and the area graph is a very useful tool indeed.
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL FR-A,MEWORK

This chapter has three purposes: fißt, it will provide a theoretical framework that

will be applied in the following chapters, second, it will state a hypothesis, and thi¡d,

it will discuss what kind of evidence will be required to prove or disprove the

hypothesis. The f¡amework developed here relies on economic production theory,

.location theory, transportation economics and the economics of the beef and cattle

industries.

section 2.1 deals with location theory. This section discusses a model that combines

production theory and location theory into a cohesive model. The materials

developed in thís part will prove to be useful tools Iater when the canadian beef and

cattle industries are anaþed. Section 2.2 examjns5 transportation economics and

theories of transport pricing.

The third part is a very brief discussion of some safient facts about the livestock and

beef industries. This section is a summary of some important technical aspects of

beef production, such as the weightJoss that occuß during production and damage
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that affects cattle being transported. After looking at these three specific areas, the

fourth section will summarize the main points and state a hypothesis- The final

section rvill discuss the evidence that will 6s g¡¿mìned in an attempt to prove ot

disprove the hypothesis stated in section four.

2.1 Location Theory

Transportation has always been thought to be an important factor in determining

whe¡e a finn chooses to locate. This is because ttre firm must often convert raw

materials that are in one location into finished goods for consumption at a different

place. In this case, transportation plays an important ¡ole in detennining plant

location because transportation costs are an unavoidable part of the production

proæss. Of course, it is important to remember that there are other factors that

affect location, such as labour, government and other factors.

The simplest example involves two points, the source of the raw material (Il), and

the locus of consumption (C). If M and C are at diffe¡ent points in space, then

transportation inputs will be a necessary part of the production process. It is useful

to imagine a system where there are only two points because Canada can be anaþed

fr'om a linear perspective; two points, east and west, connected by a single rail line.

Figure 2.1 shows a spacial diagram of this idea.
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Figure 2.7

Transport inputs are part of the production proc€ss. Transport inputs can most easily

be expressed in terms of ton-miles; for example, one transport input could involve

moving one ton of a commodity one milel. There are three possible production

locations under these circumstances:

(Ð the raw materials are transported to point Ç where they are processed and

consumed. This involves the use of transport inputs on the raw materials, but

no transport inputs are used on the final products.

(iÐ the raw materials are transpofed to some intermediate point (B) in-between

point M and point Ç where production takes place. After the raw materials

have been transformed into filal products, they are transported from point B

to point C, where they are consumed. This involves the application of

transpof inputs to the raw materials, and to the final product.

rAlthough some have criticized the use of ton-miles as a unit of measure fo¡
transpof inputs, there does not appear to be any better practical alternatives.
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(iiÐ the raw materials are processed at pot\t M, and the final products are then

transported from point M to potnt Ç where they are consumed. This involves

the use of transport inputs on on_ly the ñnal product.

Each of these production locations involve the use of transport inputs. For simplici{,

it is useful to assume that production is not a weightJosing (or weight-gaining)

undertaking, and that labour is ubiquitous (freely available at all points). Under

these ci¡cumstances, where will the firm decide to locate? To answer this question, a

variant of production theory will be employed.

This problem is really about usilg transport inputs. The question is, should the finn

apply transport inputs to the raw materials, or the final product, or both? The least

cost relationship between these choices can be plotted on what is l¡:nown as an iso-

quant diagram.

Figure 2.2 shows the t¡ade-off between using two different inputs - transpofation

inputs on the raw materials and transportation inputs on the final goods - to produce

one unit of final product. The two axes in this diagram are labelled Tu and, T". T,

is the transpof inputs used on raw mate¡ials. when no t¡ansport inputs are applied

to the raw materials, production takes place at their source, M. This is equivalent to

item (iü), above. T" is transport inputs applied to final products. If production

takes place at point M, then the filal goods must be transported to the location of
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consumption. This is analagous to item (i), above. Point B represents a point equi-

distant fiom points M and C. As less of one input is used, more of the other input

must be used to compensate. If less of one input is used without a compensating

inc¡ease of the alternative input, production of one unit of final product simply

cannot take place. There are other possible points of production; every point on the

line CM is an alternative production site. Points above and to the right of the line

CM arc not least-cost alternatives and hence will not be considered. This diagram is

exactly analogous to the iso-quant diagram of neo-classical production theory. The

iso-quant CM is fl,at and Éas a slope of -1 because production does not change the

weight of the ¡aw materials - exactly one ton of raw materials are needed to produce

one ton of finished products. If this assumption is changed, the slope of the iso-

quant must also change.

Figve 2.2

Tt
C

B

M
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To discover the optimal plant location, we must add prices to the brew. For now, we

will assume that the price for transporting raw materials is exactly the same as the

price for transporting finished products. This assumption insures that the slope of

tlre iso-cost line is l when plotted on the same axes as figure 2.2. An iso-cost line, p,

representing this relationship has a slope of -1, which is exactly the same slope as the

iso-quant line.

Figure 2.3

The optimal plant location is the point where the iso-quant line is tangent to the

lowest iso-cost line, leading the minimum possible expenditure on transport inputs. If

frgure 2.2 is transposed onto figure 2.3, it becomes evident that the iso-quant and the

iso-cost have the same slope, and are tangent al every combination of inputs on the

line. In this case, however, every point of the line CM js a minimum cost location -
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the solution is indeterminant; there is no single optimal location ! This indeterminary

quickly evaporates when complications are int¡oduced to the model.

The first complication is the introduction of weight-losing production. This is of

particular interest fo¡ this thesis because, as wiII be seen in section 2.3.1, the

productiotr of beef is a weight-losing undertaking. In ñgure 2.4, the prodùction of the

final good is weightlosing; it takes more than one ton of raw materials to make

exactly one ton of final goods. This causes the iso-quant ltr,e CM to ¡otate inward to

the line CMr. This rotation occurs because it is now possible to use fewe¡

transportation inputs to move tle final product from point M to C, than to move the

raw materials tåe same distance. The slope of an iso-quant where there is weight-

losing production is no longer equal to one. In this case, the iso-quant steepens,

indicating that fewer transport inputs are required to move the lighter final goods to

C, compared to the ûansport inputs required to move the equivalent in raw materials

to C.

Figure 2.4
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When the steeper iso-quant of a weight-losing undertaking is combined with the

original iso-cost line, the result is a minimizing of costs at poill.t Ml, as shown in

frgwe 2.4. In this case, M, is the point where the lowest possible iso-cost line, P,

touches the new iso-quant line, CM,. This is the lowest possible iso-cost line that

fulfils the production requirements that the final goods end up at point C. In this

case, the production operations are performed upon the ¡aw materials before any

transportation is undertaken. No transport inputs are applied to raw materials. After

production has taken place, the new, lighter final products are transported to the

consumption site with a lower cost in terms of transport inputs.

Figure 2.5

Figure 2.5 shows the effect of charging a higher freight rate for finished goods than

fo¡ raw materials. Figure 2.5 shows the shift in the iso-cost line, P, fo¡ the creation
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of a differential freight ¡ate. This figure is plotted on the same axes as figures 2.2-

2.4. Retuming to the original assumption that there is no weightloss in production,

we next examine the ¡esult of a discrepanry in the freight rate charged on raw

materials and finished goods. This is a useful exercise because the railways have

often charged higher rates on finished cornmodities compared to raw materials. This

statement will be supported by evidence presented in chapters three, four and five. If

the freight rate on finished goods increases relative to the rate on raw materials, the

iso-cost line will steepen, shifting from P to P,.

Figure 2.6

Figure 2.6 shows the effect of an increase in the ¡elative price of transporting finished

products compared to shipping raw materials. In this example, production is not

weight-losing or weight-gaini¡g. The rate differential is reflected in the steeper iso-

cost line, Pr. In this case, production will take place at poht C, the place of
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consumption, which is the lowest cost location gsven CM and Pr. In this case,

transportation inputs are applied to the raw materials, (taking advantage of the lower

freight rates on raw materials) and are processed at the point of consumption, C.

In summary, when production is a weight-losing undertaking, thete are incentives to

locate the plant at the sou¡ce of the raw materials. If higher rates are charged on

finished goods, then there are incentives to locate the plant at the place of final

consumption. If there ate price discrepancies and weight-loss in production, the

optimal plant location depends on the ¡elative sfiengths of the two forces, and is not

immediately obvious.

2.2 Transportation Economics

The use of transportation inputs influences the location of plants and industries. The

prices of transportation inputs, or freight rates, determine the amount of inputs that

are used in the production process. This section focuses on value-of-service and cost-

of service pricing methods, and backhaul demand. It is important to examine both

monopolistic and competitive pricing because the Canadian transportation industry

has been characterized by both of these industry structures over the past ce¡tury.
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2.2.1 Value-of-Service Pricine

Value-of-service pricing is based on the idea tlat the transport firm should charge

"what the market will bear". Most often, this pricing scheme is associated with

monopolistic pricing practices whe¡e the shipper pays a freight rate that is higher

than the marginal cost of production. Value-of-service pricing entails price

discrimination where shippers are segregated into different groups, and the groups

are charged different rates that maximize the profit of the ca¡rier.

Transport suppliers seek to segregate markets in orde¡ to enhance their
net profitabilìty by charging the maximum-profit rate in each submarket
subject only to competitive pressures and legal constraints.
Conceptually at least, for any comrnodity, the precise meaning to be
attached to the value of the service is very clear; namely, given the cost
and demand cha¡acteristics for a partìcular commodity, thz vahte of the
service is the maximum-profit lfreight] rate. (Wilson, 1980: 141)

Traditionally, railways have practised value-of-service pricing. In Canada, the C.p.R.

had an early monopoly on all trans-Canada traffic, and the railroad was able to use

market power to exlract high freight rates from some groups of shippers, maximizing

profits. In general, the higher-valued commodities were charged higher freight rates,

and the lower-valued commodities were charged low rates to stimulate traffic. To

maximize profits, the price discriminato¡ attempts to charge the highest freight rates

to the shippers that place the highest value on transport services and lower rates to

shippers that place a Iovr'e¡ value on these services. The amount that a shipper is

willhg to pay depends on tåe elasticity of demand for the product, and the
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proPortion of final price that is transport cost. A pure monopoly is not necessary to

practice value-of-service pricing. In fact, some variant of the principal can be

practiced in any industry whe¡e there is some degree of oligopoly. This means that

although there were three trans-Canada railways operating during the first third of

the hventieth century, they were still able to practice value-of-service pricing.

Figute 2.7 shows a price discriminator that has segmented its consumers into three

separate sub-markets by the value that each group applies to the serr¿ice. The highest

rate, Pu, is charged to the shipper that places the highest value otr transport, p, and

P" are the prices charged to shippers that place low and lower values on transport

services. The firm (in this case a railway) can increase profits by charging different

rates to diffe¡ent customers.

Figure 2.7
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There is an incentive fo¡ the carrie¡ to charge different freight rates for different

commodities. By adopting a price discrinrinating scheme, the railway has inc¡eased

profits at the expense of the consumer surplus. It should be unde¡stood that value-

of-service pricing simply means that the firm will charge the most that it can possibly

charge, subject to demand and competition. This means, that if competition emerges,

the old value-of-service prices are no longer optimal, and new value-of-service prices

that take into account the new market will emerge.

The principal drawback of price discrimination and monopolistic pricing is the effect

on resource allocation. If freight rates are equal to the cost of providing the service,

then society can achieve an optimal static allocation of ¡esou¡ces. Section 2.1 pointed

out tlle possible effect of freight rate differentials on the location of production. If a

rate differential exists because of a difference in the cost of transporting two

commodities, then the allocation of ¡esources can still be optimized. However, if a

differential exists because the carrier is employing price discriminafion, the ¡esult is a

sub-optimal allocation of resources. In this sense, value-of-service pricing can lead to

a distorted allocatìon of resources.
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2.2.2 Cosf -of-Service Pricins

Cost-of-service pricing is when the freight rate is equal to, or based on, the cost of

providing the service. This is the perfectþ competitive equilibrium, where the

marginal cost of production is equal to the price charged for the service. Figure 2.8

shows the competitive equilibrium in the same manner that figure 2.7 illustrated price

discrimination.

competition tends to drive ¡ates dowl towa¡ds the perfectþ competitive equilibrium.

Often, competition is not perfect, and prices are driven down, but not all the way to

the point where P=MC.

Figure 2.8
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Cost-of-service pricing leads to an optimal allocation of resources. In Canada,

competition was int¡oduced into the ttansport industry with the development of the

motor truck. Prior to the development of the motor truck the railways were the only

practical mode of transport that could move goods between the east and the west.

The development of trucks lead to a general dec¡ease in freight rates because trucks

were able to undercut the prevailing ¡ail rates on some commodities. The emergence

of truck competition moved the surface freight transport industry towards greater

competition because trucking firms a¡e generally small, and the barriers to entry into

the market are negligible. It is important to keep in mind that the cost structure of

the trucking industry is very different ftom that of the railways - the fixed costs in

trucking are largely paid my the govemment in the form of highway construction and

repair.

Intermodal competition is competition between more than one of the four modes of

transport - rail, toad, air and water. Competition between rail and road is of

particular inte¡est to this thesis because they are the only two modes that provide

competitive cross-Canada transportation of fieight. Water transport is ir¡elevant

here, and the transportation of cattle and beef by air has always been limited to

breeding stock and sample shipments of beef.

The impofant point to remember from this section on transportation economics is

that when a firm has market power, they will maximize their proñts by employing
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price discrimination if the ma¡ket is segmentable. One of the impacts of

discriminatory pricing is a distorted allocation of resources from tle static

equilìbrium. When new competition enters the market, the prices will fall as all firms

attempt to maintain market share, and maximize profits (since not lowering prices

would lead to less-than-maximum profits).

2.23 Backhaul Demand

Transport costs can be divided into fixed costs and variable costs. Fo¡ railways, long-

run fixed costs teptesent about 20 percent of total costs (Heads, et al, 1994). For

trucking, the ratio of fixed to total costs is unclear. Very little research has been

done on the cost structure of trucking, and the existing research is not very reliable.

Nonetheless, some believe that the fixed costs in trucking are a Iower proportion of

total costs than in the railway industry.

When goods are transported from point A to point B, the carrier must move its

equipment back to the original starting place. The retu¡n trip from point B to point

A is called a backhaul. The fi¡st leg of the trip is called a headhati or fronthaul

In producing transport services, a backhaul is automatically produced as well; it is a

joint product. It is impossible for the carrier to a!16ç¿1s all costs between the

fronthaul and backhaul - the two legs of the trip are indivisible from a cost
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standpoint. The only way to escape the cost of the backhaul is to not undertake the

f¡onthaul.

On the pricing of backhauls, Button (1982) stated:

In a market situation joint costs pose few problems in practice. If there is a
competitive road haulage service offering a round trip between A and B and back
again each week using M trucks then equilibrium rates would soon emetge for each
service (that is, fiom A to B and from B to A). A-lthough there are specific delivery,
terminal, pick-up costs, etc., little diffe¡ence exists between the costs of running
lorries fully loaded o¡ empty and hence prices would be primarily influenced by the
differences in the derrand for each di¡ection. In tle shof term the combined
revenues from the A to B and the B to A se¡vices may not be sufficient to cover joint
costs, but in such a situation the numbe¡ of trucks offered would soon fall below M,
increasing the price of trips in both directions until joint costs are recovered. Excess
revenue above joint costs would have the opposite effect. The key point is that
differences exist itr the demands for the out and ¡eturn se¡vices and that different
prices should be charged fo¡ each in equilibrium. (Button, 1982,80)

Unbalanced two-way demand for transport can lead to Iower prices for return trips

than for f¡onthaul trips. Securing backhaul loads is important for all transport

carriers. Some carriers, such as trucks, however, have a slight advantage due to their

superior flexibility and adoption of new technologies. For example, while the railways

could haul no return freight in their cattle cars, the trucking industry developed a

collapsable cattle car that could double as a flatcar for the return trip.

2.3 Cattle and Beef Industries
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This section will discuss some technical aspects of the cattle and beef industries,

concentrating on the issues of weightJoss in production, and bruising and shrinkage

in transpof. There is also a brief section on economies of scale.

23.1 Weieht-Loss in Production

It has been said that beef production is a weight-losing undertak¡ng. This means that

it takes more than one ton of cattle to make otre ton of beef. This is because the

edible meat is only one part of ttre animal. In addition to the meat, cafile are

composed of bones, hides, hooves, hearts, blood, livers, gallbladders and many other

elements. The meat, when separated from the cow, weighs onTy 54Vo of the live

animal weight. (Button, 1993:23)

There are ma¡kets for the non-meat parts of the animal. Much of the non-meat

elements are used in the production of pharmaceuticals, leather goods, pet food, and

glue. However, the production of most of these goods is also weightJosing in nature.
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2.3.2 Shrinkage and Bruisine

Transporting cattle for long distances results in the shrinkage, bruising, crippling and

death of a pofion of the animals that are shipped. Shrinkage "is the loss in

Iiveweight that occurs in Iivestock during shipment or other marketing processes."

(Williams and Stout, l97l: 649) To combat shrinkage, (and to comply with federal

animal handling legislation) cattle are unloaded to be fed ¿nd watered at

intermediate points on their voyages. Feeding and watering cattle en route helps

reduce dehydration and weight-loss. Since heavier, more meaty cattle are more

valuable, shrinkage reduces the value of the cattle shipped. Shipments of chilled and

f¡ozen meat are not affected by shrinkage, although these shipments require

specialized refrigerated trucks or rail cars.

When cattle are shipped over long distances, they often emerge bruised afte¡ their

voyage. After slaughter, bruised portions of the animal must be trimmed out,

reducing the weight of the meat, and leaving an unsightly and devalued carcass.

(Williams and Stout, 7971:663) Bruising tends to be a greater problem fo¡ animals

that do not have enough room to move around during the trip. Shippers of cattle

must resist the temptation to squeeze the maximum amount of animals into a truck

or railcar, because this will result in bruised goods at the destination. Chilled and

frozen meat is not susceptible to bruising to the extent of live cattle.
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Cattle also die and are crippled in transit. Overcrowding, high temperatures, weather

conditions and handling methods lead to the death of some cattle that ate

transported long distances.

In summary, the meat portion of a cow weighs only 54Vo of tle liveweight. Due to

this fact, to produce one ton of meat at the source of final consumption, it takes

approximately twice as many trucks or railcars if live animals are shipped. In

addition, tle shippers of live cattle must contend with the problems of shrinkage,

bruising, cripplhg and death, all of which devalue thei¡ livestock. Shippers of meat

are not troubled by these problems to the extent of the shippers of cattle, but meat

requires specialized refügerated containers to maintain product quality.

23.2 Economies of Scale in Catf le Processing

In beef production, as in the production of many other goods, there are decreases in

cost as the output of a firm increases. Were this not the case, all production would

take place on ttre farm. Large processing plants allow fo¡ the specialization of labour

and othe¡ economies.

The extent of scale economies is an important issue because it affects the industrial

development of an industry. An industry that is characterized by a large number of
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small plants can be evenly spread out over a large area, lvhile an industry that is

cb.aracteized by only a few very large plants is lumpy. In industries where the¡e a¡e

economies of scale the¡e will be fewer plants, and this can lead to an uneven

geographical distribution of production.

2.4 Intesrated Theoretical Fram ework

Based on sections 2.L-2.3, an integrated theo¡etical framewo¡k can be assembled to

produce a hypothesis about the historical pattems of cattle transportation in Canada.

The following points arise from the discussion above:

1. Beef production is a weightJosing undertaking.

2. In a locational model with one source of raw materials, one place of final

consumption, and where the production process is weight-losing, the optimal

plant Iocation is at the source of the ¡aw materials. This assumes that

transportation rates for raw materials and final products are equal. However,

if the freight rate charged on final goods exc€eds the rate charged on raw

materials, the location of production will tend to shift towards ttre location of

final consumption. This linear configuration roughly parallels the Canadian
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case where the western prairies have been a surplus producer of cattle, and the

eastern provinces had excess demand for beef.

3. A transport firm with market power wiII use value-of-service pricing to

maÅmize profits. This strategy often employs price discrimination where

higher freight rates are charged to higher-value commodities. Value-of-service

prices are higher than cost-of-service prices. The availability of backhauls and

the inter-regional flow of goods also has an impact on freight rates.

4. Competition in the transport industry will tend to push freight ¡ates towards

the marginal cost of providing the transport ser'¡ices.

It is the thesis of this study that afte¡ western Canada was able to produce more

cattle than it needed, high railway rates on meat and lower rates on cattle encouraged

the shipment of cattle to the east for processing. The prairies were a surplus

producer of cattle by the turn of the century. Iater, competition from trucks forced

competitive freight rates, and this led to inc¡eased beef production near the source of

the raw materials, in the west. The competition from trucks began in the 1930s, and

increased gradually until the 1950s, when it took off. The competitiveness of trucks

in the long-haul cattle transport industry was st¡ong because trucks had backhaul

opporfunities while no such opportunities existed for the railways.
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2.5 Evidence Required to Support (or reiect) the Hypothesis

In order to examine how competition in the transport industry has affected the

location of the cattle processing industry, several different kind5 61 data are

examined. To test the hypothesis, that the shift of processing from eastern Canada to

the west coincided with the emergence of competition in the transport industry and

the decline in transport costs of beef in relation to cattle, data regarding 1) the

location of cattle slaughter, 2) the location of the supply of cattle, 3) the location of

high unmet demands for beef, 4) the rates charged to ship both cattle and meat, and

5) the amounts of cattle and meat shipped from west to east, 6) competitiotr in the

transport industry, all must be examined.

The evidence examined in this study will naturally be historical in content. This does

not mean ttrat quantitative measures will not be used, but the scope of the study calls

for flexible research methods which include tÍe use of purely historical accounts.

The evidence about the location of the slaughter of cattle will be gleaned primarily

fr'om government statistical sources. Provincial distributions of cattle slaughter will be

presented to show how the location of these activities changed ove¡ time.

Information about the location and size of meat packing plants \¡¡ill also be included.

However this infonnation is sparse and not consistently available in the detail of the
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cattle slaughter series. A history of the development of the beef slaughtering and

packing industries in Canada is an important by-product of tlis work.

Evidence regarding the supply of cattle is also available primarily from government

statistical sou¡ces. The location of large excess supplies of cattle is important to the

hypothesis.

Evidence regarding the source of demand for meat ptoduct will be examìned,

although the statistical stocks of this information are slim. This evidence will be

based on demographics and pe¡ capita consumption of beel when this ilformation is

available. when numerical data is unavailable, historical studies will be consulted.

Records of export shipments and other cattle movements are also very helpful in

identi$'ing areas with cattle deficits.

Wïen examining the rates charged to the shippers of livestock and meaq a good deal

of detective work is involved. Unfofunately, this information has rarely been

published, and some simpli&ing assumptions will need to be made. Directly related

to the rate structure is the extent of competition in the transport industry, which is a

subject that will also be addressed. Between these two topics, an adequate picture of

the transport industry, and its rate structure will be pieced together.
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Finally, the numbe¡s of cattle, and the amounts of meat shipped from v/est to east

must be examined. In the more recent years, data on this subject is readily available

f¡om Statistics Canada. However, a description of the early activities in this area is

more difficult to uncover. Due to the lack of solid statistical information, other less

quantìtative accounts will be examined to complete ttre history.
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CHAPTER THRXE: EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE WESTERN CÄTTLE

AND TR.A,NSPORT INDUSTRMS

This chapter addresses the early development of the westem Canadian Íanspoft, cattle and

meat packing industries. Since "ear1y" is an ambiguous term, it will be defined as the last

twenty-five years of tlrc 19th cenh:¡y. There are very little statistical data available fo¡

this period, so the analysis and description relies rrostly on second-hand accounts.

This chapter is organized thematically, and not cfuonologically. The fust section

discusses the development of the rail transport network in westem Canada. The second

section explores the development of the cattle ranching industry, with special emphasis on

the large-scale part of the business. The third section examines cattle transportation in

Calada to the end of the 19th century. Section 3.4 suûnarízes the chapter.
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3.1 Early Development of the Rail Nefwork

The üansport netwo¡k that we are interested in is one that can economically ship cattle

from the west to the east. Cattle driving is not an efficient (or economic) way to ship

large amoults of cattle from the westem prairies to eastern Canada. The frst mode of

transport that offered prospects for shipping large numbers of cattle over vast distances

was the railway.

In 1870, the Dominion of Calada promised to build a transcontinental railway to Britísh

Columbia as part of a deal that brought that tenitory into confederation. Railways had

been operating in eastern Canada for several decades, but they were non-existent i¡r

western Ca¡ada. Pdor to the building of the trans-continental line, the¡e was an extensive

Ìaìl network in eastern Canada. Tralsportation between the west and tÏe east wæ

predominantly by water over tle great lakes. At this time, Manitoba had strong

connections with Duluth and St. Paul, and there were regular caravans of wagons that

made the Íek between the Manitoba ald Miruresota. It was also possible to travel from

Manitoba to eastem Canada via the United States by wagon to Mirureapolis, and on from

there by rail.

The new line to the west coast was constructed by the Canadian Pacific Railway

Company, ald by 1880, many parts of the line were eithe¡ constructed or under contract

to be built. By 1885, the company wæ operating rail service between the west coast and
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MonÍeal. According to transport historian G. Glazebrooþ "The building of railways from

Lake Superior to the Pacific coast revolutionized conditions in that area (the west) and led

to its exploitation from the eastem centres" (Glazebrook, 1938). The availability of rapid

trans+ontinental traßport had a huge impact on the development of the cattle ranching

i-ndustry, as will be discussed in section 3.2.

At the time of building, the C.P.R. had been guaranteed a monopoly under the followilg

terms:

For 20 years from the date hereof, no line of railway shall be authorized by

the Dominion Parliament to be constructed south of the Canadian pacific

Railway, from any point at or near the Canadial Pacific Railway except

such line as shall run South-West, or to the Westward of South-West; nor

to within fifteen miles of latitude 49. And in the establishment of any new

Province in the No¡th-West Territories, provision shall be made fo¡

continuing such prohibition after such establishment until the expiration of

the said period. (Glazebrook, 1938)

This monopoly was an hflammatory issue in the west, where complaints about excessive

freight rates were already being heard in the early 1880's. westerners claimed that they
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should not be expected to pay freight rates that were i¡flated ove¡ the rates in eastern

Canada, especially since the C.P.R. had been subsidized by the govemment.
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Table 3.1: Estimated Earnings (Per Ton Mile) of Canadian Railways, 1886-1900

Yea¡

G¡and Trunk Railway Canadian Pa ific Railway

real eamings per ton mile real eamings per ton mile

cents index

(1900=100)

cents index

(1900= 100)

1886 0.13 116 1.13 143

1887 0.69 110 0.99 t25

1888 0.69 110 0.96 122

t 889 0.70 111 0.88 111

1890 0.68 108 0.81 103

1891 0.67 106 0.87 110

1892 0.68 108 0.87 t10

1893 0.65 103 0.88 111

1894 0.70 t11 0.95 t20

1895 0.13 116 0.91 115

1896 0.16 T2I 0.90 t14

t897 0.15 119 0_9l 115

t 898 0.83 105

1899 0.66 105 0.81 103

1900 0.63 100 0.79 100

rts
railway freight rate controversy of the late 19th century", cHA Historical paoers (19g7)

By 1890, the c.P.R. ard the G.T.R. controlled over 80 percent of the rail trackage in

canada. The two railways we¡e fie¡ce competitors in eastem canada, but the c.p.R. had

a monopoly in the west. Figure 3.1 compares the earnings per ton mile of the C.p.R.
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(üansconti¡ental railway) and the G.T.R. The measu¡e of eamings p€r ton mile is used

because it is expected to approximate t]1e level of rates per ton mile.

Table 3.1 shows that the eamings per ton mile of the c.p.R. were higher than that of the

G.T.R. This is because the G.T.R. faced sfonger railway competition in eastern canada.

The data also hdicate that ¡âil rates followed a downward trend ove¡ the period, 1gg6_

1900. The indexes show that the c.p.R. rates declined more rapidly than the G.T.R. ¡ates

over this time period.

starting in 1884, caradian railways began to set rates by using the ,,class rate,, system.

This system developed out of the problems that the railways experienced in setting rates

because of the many possible origiru and destinations of freight, and the many different

commodities carried by rail. It was clearly impossible to set a rate fo¡ each of 25,000

commodities between every possible set of origins and destinations, so a scheme was

developed to reduce the number of carculatiors required to set rates. By this system,

commodities were assigned to a ,,class,,, 
numbered 1 through 10. Higher_valued

commodities such as manufactured products and perishable foods were æsigned to the

higher classes (classes 1-5), while lower varued goods such as coal, grain, rumber and

livestock were assigned to rower crasses (cræses 6-10) (Fast, 1969). From this point, a

single full târiff rate was set for the different combinations of origins and destinations.

class 1 goods paid the fu1l tariff, whre crass 2 goods received a sright discount, with each

lowe¡ class of good receiving a greater discourt off the fun tariff. Although the crasses
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were mÌmbered according to value, the percentage relatiorships have not b€en constant

over the long run. This rate-making sûategy makes perfect sense considering the nature

of the railway's costs, as discussed in section 2.2. It is important to note that the railway's

rate per ton mile was not constart over all stretches of track: a class I ca¡load movement

of 100 miles il westem Canada was still more expensive than a similar movement in tïe

east.

Dissatisfaction stemmhg from freight-rate discrepurcies was on the rise in the west. The

idea that the railway rate structure "deprived certain communities of thei¡ natural

geographic advantages lay behind many of the rate grievances of the late nineteenth

century" (Cruikshank, 1987). The goverxnent made attempts to resolve the differences

between the railway and the westem provinces by appointing several Royal Commissions

to examine the problems. Sir John A. Macdonald appointed one such commission in 1886

to examine the regional difhculties.

In keepirg with the monopoly clause', no railways were pemritted to be built south of the

C.P.R. lines. Many attempts were made in Manitoba to obtain a railway charter so that

the C.P.R. could be ci¡cumvented via Duluth, tfuough Chicago to Samia, ON. Each

application for a railway cha¡ter met with refusal from the govemment. By 1888, public

pressure had reached a sufficiently high level that the monopoly clause'was revoked, and

the C.P.R. was compensated with cæh payment of $15,000,000. Near the turn of the

century, the Canadian Northern Railway built lines in Manitoba, but chose to split the
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traffic with the C.P.R., rather than engage in a price war. The Canadian Northern

Railway was late¡ to become a part of the govemment-mn C¿nadian National Raiiway.

In 1895, another Royal Commission was appointed to examine the higher rates in the

west. This commission decided that the western rates were not exorbitant, and that the

c.P.R. ¡ates were actually lower than some u.s. railways in similar situations. As the

century drew to a close, several high-profile rates grievances were examined i¡ the west.

In the east freight rate complaints of mercharts and manufacturers often
represented a defense of established patterns of trade. In the west,
businessmen castigated railway officials for failfurg to adjust the rate
structure in response to the rapid development of new cen[es of economic
activity. In both regions throughout the late nineteenth century a growi,ng
number of Canadian businessrnen shared the experience of economic
dislocation, increæing competition, and industrial concentration generated
by the revolution in Íarìspo¡tation technology. They gradually challenged
the ultimate authority of the railways, tfuough their rate-makhg practicès,
to determine the pattern of economic development in C¿nada. This broad
and diverse coalition of dissatisfred shippers eventually came to share a
common goal - the c¡eation of a railway commission. (Cruikshank, 19g7)

These pressures led to the creation of the Board of Railway commissioners in 1904 to

regulate the activities of the railways. However, æ will be seen the creation of the Boa¡d

of Railway commissioners was not the end of the westem freight-rate g¡ievarces - it was

only the beginning of an issue that would fester for close to a century.

In summary, the period before the turn of the century saw the development of the c.p.R.,

canada's fhst traffcontinental railway. The rates charged by the c.p.R. reflected its
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monopoly position which had been guaranteed by the govemment. Railways in Canada

charged rates based on the "clæs rate" system, where higher-valued goods were charged

higher freight rates. The relatively higher rates charged in western Canada and the

preferential beatment of some shippers led to the development of a deep dissatisfaction

ald distrust for the railway in the west.

3.2 Early Development of the Catfle Industry

This section discusses the development of the cattle industry in western Canada. A brief

note on the scale of the meat industry before the turn of the century is also included. The

naÍative is chronological in order, placing as much emphasis as possible on the numbe¡s.

However, published statistics from this e¡a a¡e relatively sparse, so the discussion is not æ

quantitative as desired.

Prior to the infoduction of domestic cattle to the westem prairies, the plairu were

populated by bison that grazed on free grass. The similarities between the bison and

cattle, and the fact that the bison had flou¡ished on the prairies for many years

foreshadowed the development of the domestic cattle indusfy. The first cattle on the

western prairies came from the U.S., where a mote mature ranching industry existed. The

U.S. ranching industry grew quickly in the western states afrer the American civil wa¡. It

was noted in the U.S. that æ the railway network extended into the western states, the
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level of cattle raising increased and the plains began to be fully utilized. (Breen, 1983)

Canada experienced a similar situation, where the cattle raising industry began to grow

much more rapidly once the C.P.R. was expected to shetch into the prairies.

By 1875, U.S. ranchers had began to move small herds of cattle into the south-western

Ca¡radian prairies, in search of good grazing land and oppormnities to increase the size of

their operations. Although this was the beghuling of the Canadian industry, it would be

incoÍect to view the Caladian industry æ a northem extension of the U.S. industry

because the west wæ also stocked with cattle coming fiom eastem Canada. (Breen, 1983)

The south-western prairies were an ideal location for cattle raising because of several

natural advantages that existed there. The area, in what has become southem Albe¡ta, was

blessed by warm winte¡ winds descending from the Rockies, which made grazing possible

even during parts of the winte¡. In addition, the lands wete not tremendously productive

for grain famring, and so the oppornrnity cost of using the land for cattle grazing was low.

During this period, cattle raising consisted simply of acquirbrg a calf and letting it fatten

up by feeding on free grass fo¡ seve¡al years. This was called the "free-græs" era of

ranchilg in Canada, because there was an abundance of land with few altemative uses.

Around the same time, the Govemment of C¿nada sent a group of police officers, the

No¡th West Mounted Police i¡to the west to promote stability and security. Ttre

NWMPoIice were dispatched principally to deal with poachers and whiskey traders who

were very powerful in the west. This added protection benefitted the ranching industry
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and allowed it to develop naturally. Ranching was developing at a reasonable pace in the

areas of Fort Maclæod and Catgary, the Bow River valley, and around Wiruripeg. Also

increasing the security of the region wæ the signing of various the krdian reaties which

led to fewer disputes with the Indians (B¡een, 1983).

By 1880, the cattle industry wæ hrmly established i-n the prairies, with approximately 200

small ranching operators. During the early 1880's, larger investors began to closely

examine the westem cattle industry. By 1878, plars for the building of the C.p.R. had

reached a fevered pitch, and it was clear that there would soon be ¡eliable ftansportation

linlß between the west and the east. compounding this growth was the realization that

there was a large market for live cattle in Great Britian. In the early 1gg0's, Great B¡itian

placed an embargo on all u.s. cattle entering the country, but placed no similar consüaht

on canadian cattle. The u.s. had been exporting large numbers of cattle into B¡itain, and

the embargo created a tremendous opportunity for the fledgting western cattle industry.

This led to a sulge of invesÍnent in cattle raising in the west, as easterners and expatriate

Britons began to undertake cattle raising in the west on a much larger scale than had been

previously attempted. Exporting cattle to Great Britia¡r was one of the major targets of

the expanding western cattle industry.

The cattle industry was extlemely profitable at this time. According to Breen, it was

"generally aclnowledged that the average profit for the stock-grower has been for years

fully 33 per cent" for the 1880's (Breen, 1983). In addition to this,
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The arithmetic of profit was blatantly straightforwa¡d; a good calf worth
five dolla¡s at birth could be fed on alnost fte€ grass and would bring
forty-five to sixty dollars when ready for ma¡ket tfuee or four years later.
(Breen, 1983)

Durilg the years 1881-83, the westem cattle industry experienced rapid expansion. No

longer was this a ftontier industry, it was beginning to look much more i¡dust¡ialized æ

large firms acquired land leases and began raising massive herds. The development of the

cattle industry was pæalleled by the development of the Cattlemen's Association, a group

that was born to represent the cattle industry. This group successfully lobbied the

govemment to drop all duties on the imports of live cattle from 1881-86, for the purposes

of stocking tÏe western prairies with cattle.

There we¡e conflicts withil the Cattlemen s Association, and most of tlte problems were

disagreements between small-scale and large-scale organizations about how the assocíation

should be run, and what its agenda should be. This led to seve¡al splits in the

orgarúzation. Tlús tension was partly the result of furcreased concanhation in the cattle

industry. Shce 1880, the industry had been moving towards larger, corporation-style

ralches.

By 1884, two-thirds of all stocked land in the south-west was controlled by
ten companies. The extent of company control is unde¡lined by the fact
that the four vene¡able giants of the Canadian range, the Cochrane Ranche
Company Ltd, the Walrond Ranche Company Ltd, the Oxtey Ranche
Company Ltd, and the North-West Cattle Company Ltd, held alnost half of
such lands. (Breen, 1983)
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In 1886, however, the group tumed to protectionism and changed its stmce to become

strongly opposed to impo¡ts of live cattle. The move towards protectionism was initiated

by the largest ranchers, who had over-nn the smaller owne¡s in the Cattlemen's

Association power stluggle. The strong political pressure applied by the group led to the

changing of import tariffs and the end of live cattle imports to Canada - the association

claimed that the¡e was no need for imports because the west wæ brimming with cattle.

The numbers of cattle on the prairies grew rapidly during tlese years. ln 1881, there

were about 15,000 cattle on the prairies; in 1884, there we¡e 43,700 cattle; and in 1889,

there were 110,500 cattle. @reen, 1983) During this period, the cattle industry became

an important national industry. Most of the marketable westem cattle were shipped live

to B¡itian, where they were slaughtered and consumed. Figlre 3.1 shows the numbers and

values of Canadian cattle exported to Britian, the U.S., and the total cattle shipped to ali

counÍies.
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Figure 3.1: C¿nadia¡ Cattle Exports, 1881-1900

Source: B¡een, David
18'74-1924, Cforonto: University of Toronto Press, 1983)

The i¡formation in figure 3.1 shows that the bulk of c¿nadian cattle exports were shipped

to Great B¡itain. Cattle exports to the U.S. were fairly enatic.

while large numbe¡s of cattle were behg produced, the local population increased slowly.

In particular, the population in westem C¿nada was not expanding at a brealneck pace.

This made for small local ma¡kets for beef. Although some butchers were importing

cattle in the late 1870's to supply the local market, by the mid-1880's, the local markets

were suppüed entirely with Canadian cattle, especially after the ban on cattle imports.
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P¡ior to the mid-1880's rnost of weste¡n CaÍada's beef cattle we¡e used in
the West, much of it for large projects such as railway construction gangs,
some for hdial and North West Moulted Police supplies and the rest for
local consumption. However, in 1887 it was reported that "last year it was
evident... that an outside ma¡ket would soon have to be found for the
surplus cattle" (The Commercial, 19 Apr:J 1887) (Silver, 1994)

The packinghouses in winnipeg developed orúy to serve the local market, using the cattle

that we¡e of too low quality to export. In fact, Gordon, I¡onside and Fares, which was

based in Wiruripeg, operated a slaughterhouse to serve the local market, but did not

engage in any cattle processirg for other ma¡kets. (Silver, 1994) By 1906, the firm of

Gordon, konside and Fa¡es had become the largest cattle exporter in the world.

According to Silver (1994), this was because other major beef suppliers had decided to

specialize in the "dead meat" ûade, a decision that was not mir¡ored by the Winnipeg

firm, which apparently had no desire to expand further into processing. A discussion of

some of the ha¡sport factors relating to the cattle export Íade is reserved for the next

section.

In summary, the cattle industry in western canada experienced sfong growth in the last

quafter of the 19th century. The industry growth was sparked by govennxent incentives,

the development of the rail network, and opportunities to export live cattle to Great

Britain. Starting with virtually no cattle, the industry used imports from the u.s. and

western Ca¡ada to grow into a large expof-oriented industry.
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3.3 Early Develonment of fhe Cattle Transport Industr.v

This section specifically addresses cattle transport. Since the last two ssctions have dealt

with the üansport industry and the cattle industry separately, there will be some overlap.

Cattle produced in the pre-railway period were commonly d¡iven down into the U.S. to

market. "With ni¡e hired cowha¡ds Harper drove nearly 2000 head of British Columbia

cattle to San Francisco" (Thomas, 1976). However, this method of transport was

extremely time-consuming and unduly hard on the catde.

It was noted in section 3.2 that the coming of the railway had a tremendous impact on the

grovth of the westem cattle industry because it enabled cattle to be shipped to Great

B¡itain via east coast ports. The increæes in production that occur¡ed in the late 19th

century were marketed overseas, since the local markets for meat had been sated.

Transporting cattle involved large i¡-ftastructure expenditures on the part of the railway.

Special iivestock ca¡s were needed for the cattle, and stock yards had to be developed at

several places along the li¡e so that the cattle could be unloaded, fed and wate¡ed ar-rd

rested. The railway's investment in cattle cars, siding facilities and stock yards made them

urwilling to suppoft the dressed beef trade in the west. The C.P.R. was very supportive

of the westem cattle export business, and they constructed stock yards at severâl points

along their main line. In addition, when capacities were reached, the railway was eage¡ to

expand the existing facilities to accommodate the exha traffic. kr 1890, it was reported in
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Winnipeg that the C.P.R. was doubling the capacity of its yards to handle the increæing

cattle trade with Great B¡itain (Silver, 1994).

While the C.P.R. was eager to heþ accommodate the needs of the cattle exporting

industry, they did not coope¡ate with entrepreneurs attempting to boost Winnipeg's

shipments of d¡essed meats. This was partly due to the large profits made by the railway

on cattle shipments, and pafiy due to their signifîcant i¡-frastructural expendihres.

The C.P.R. was not prepared to invest in refrigerator ca$ to give Winnipeg-
dressed meat access to eastem markets, nor we¡e cattle-shipping finns like
Gordon and honside teady to make zuch investment when established
eastem packers already controlled the eastern Canadian markets. (Silver,
1994)

By the time the C.P.R. was firished in 1885, there we¡e ca¡loads of cattle being shipped

to eastern markets. In 1893, it was reported that the fimr of Gordon and konside was

shipping large numbers of cattle east, and that the fi¡m shipped 17,000 head in 1894.

(Silver, 1994: 8) The same source indicates that 30,000 westem Canadian cattle were

shipped east in 1894. If all of these animals were exported to Great Britain, the westem

cattle would have amounted to 37% of Ca¡adian cattle exports to that country.

Even before the beginnings of the massive shipments of cattle to the eas! some

westerners questioned the wisdom of shipping üve animals i¡stead of d¡essed meat. In

i886, ar edito¡ial in The Commercial claimed, that the west needed to decide how their

surplus cattle should be shipped: dead or alive. It wæ the concem of the newspaper that
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WiruLipeg was losing out on value-added creation and job prospects by not processing

thei¡ cattle in the city urd shipping only the meat (Silver, 1994). Tlte C.P.R. was

stauncl y against any move towa¡ds the d¡essed meat trade. ln 1886, the General Traffic

Manager of the C.P.R. was quoted as saying that he was opposed to the development of

the d¡essed meat Íade in Wirnipeg, in part because he believed that WinrLípeg did not

have the secondary industries necessary to abso¡b the offal (The Commercíal, 19 October,

1886, and Bellan, R., 1978). In addition to this, the Manager, lr4r. Olds, was quoted as

telling the WinrLipeg industry (regarding cattle processing), "Let othe¡s handle it for you;

let Mont¡eal men take it in hand" (The Commercial, 19 October, 1886). The C.P.R. was

also not eager to adopt the refrigeration technology required for this t¡ade.

The class rate system employed by the raiiways discrìmi¡rated agaimt the shipment of

d¡essed meat. As noted in section 3.1, there were 10 clæses of goods, where the high-

clæsed goods (fhose commodities with low class numbers) were charged higher rates that

the low-classed goods. The railway often put a favourable spin on this price

discrimination, broadcasting in 1888 that they had issued a new "special tariff" fo¡

livestock to help the cattle Íade (Silver, 1994). Fast (1969) notes that cattle were shipped

under class 9, while meat was shipped under class 4. This pricing is consistent with the

model of monopoly pricing discussed in section 2.2.

In summary, the railways acted æ a catalyst for the growttr of the cattle industry in the

west. Thei¡ heavy involvement in cattle Íansport required large invesfinents in
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infrastructure, for cattle cars and stock yards. The C.P.R. appeared to be opposed to

developing an export-oriented d¡essed meat business in Wiruripeg and the west.

3,4 Summarv anil Conclusions

The discussion in this chapter yields the following points:

1. The period before the turn of the century saw the development of the C.P.R.,

Ca¡ada-s first trarxcontinental railway. The C.P.R. used market power to furflate

rates in western Canada, based on the "class rate" system.

The cattle indusfy in westem Canada experienced strong growth in the last quarter

of the 19th century. This grou.th was induced by govemÍrent incentives, the

building of the C.P.R., and market opportunities in G¡eat Britain.

The railway carried westem cattle to export positions at eastern Canadian ports.

Due to its invesünent n cøttle Íansport infrastructure and the profitability of cattle

transport, the C.P.R. appeared to be opposed to developing an expoÍ-oriented

d¡essed meat busi¡ess in Wfunipeg and the west.

2.
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The history of the cattle t¡a¡spo¡t industry in the 19th century is consistent with

the theoretical model developed in chapter two. The model predicted that a tail

monopoly would lead to differential fteight rates, which would tend to move the

location of production towa¡ds the point of consumption. The business of cattle

exports to Great B¡itain can also be explained using this model.
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CHAPTER FOUR: GROWTS OF C^A,TTLE AND TR{NSPORT INDUSTRIES,

1900-s0

Competition emerged in the national tra¡sport indusfy in ttre frst half of the twentieth

century. The western monopoly of the C.P.R. was compromised by the introduction of

two new ûarìs-contiîental railways and the motor truck The prairies began to increase

their sha¡e of the national cattle processing industry, but continued to expoÍ large

numbers of cattle. The period was extremely turbulent, with two Wo¡ld Wars and the

Great Depression. The year 1950 hæ been chosen as a closing point for this chapter

because the end of the wa¡ ushe¡ed in a period of relative caþ quite diffe¡ent from the

events of the previous 50 years. This chapter exarnines the development of the cattle

transpoÍ industry to 1950 in two parts: traffport and the cattle and beef industries. A

summary concludes the chapter.

It is interesting to note the development of statistical. souces during this period. Although

statistics for the early period are sparse, the quality and availability of information

improved dramatically in the late 1920's. By 1950, a vast anay of data series were
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available amuâlly, many of which provide useful i¡formation of railway and cattle

industry activity. As a result, the data presented in this chapter are better fo¡ the later

yeafs.

4,1 TransportDevelopmenfs

This section is divided into seve¡al pafis. Section 4.1.1 discusses the expansion of the

railway network Section 4.1.2 examines the regional importance of the railways and the

importance of livestock fteight to the railways. ln section 4.1.3, ¡ald rates and the rate-

related regional complaints are addressed. The development of trucking and competition

in the trarìspo¡t industry is scrutinized in section 4.1.4, and section 4.1.5 looks at regional

and intemational shipments of cattle and beef.

4.1.L Rail Network Expansion

The frst decade of the twentieth centuy was an expansionary period in North America.

Optimism wæ high, and there was a drive for more railway development. ln the west,

newspapers and railway boosters were pushing for an additional ûans-continental railway

that would promote competition in the industry. As during other Canadian railway
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buildhrg periods, capitai from the u.s. and G¡eat Britain was available to invest in mo¡e

railway infrætructure.

The c.P.R., according to railway boosters, had reached its capacity limits, and the time

was ripe for more raiiway companies to infiltrate the üans-continontal market. Around

1900, two railways, the ca¡radian Northern and the Grand rrunk Railway (G.T.R.) began

to consider expanding to become tra¡s-continental operations. The ca¡radian Northern

was a small railway operating a few lines in the west, principally in Manitoba, from

wimipeg to the lakehead. The Grand Trunk Railway was a large eastern canadian

operation with ties to chicago. wljle it seemed logical for the two comparries to form

some kind of merger, they were unable to reach a¡r agreement. The G.T.R. offered to buy

the caradian Northern on several occasions, a¡rd the smalle¡ railway was willing to sell,

but the two parties could not agree on a suitable price. Even goveÍìlÏ,ent inte¡vention was

unable to ¡esolve the dispute. The goverffnent, however, was fimrly in favour of a

second trans-continental railway. It was the liberal govemment of Laurier that brought up

the idea of a second "no¡them" hans-continental railway, principally to gain political

suppoft in Manitoba during the 1896 election.

The govemment decided that since no solution could be reached, it would build a 1ine

from winnipeg to Moncton, north of Lake superior, which would be leased to the G.T.R.

for fifty years after completion. The rental rate would be ttree percent of the cost of

construction per anrun. The govemment-owned line was called the National r¡ans_
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Continental. The Grand Trunk Pacific (G.T.p.) was incorporated to build a line from

Wimipeg to the west coast, with the help of low-interest governrnent-secured loans.

Const¡uction on the G.T.P. began in 1905, a¡rd tìe route followed Flemming,s original

route, northwest from wirLnipeg to Edmonton via sækatoon, and into British columbia

tluough the Yellowhead pass. The G.T.P. wæ completed in 1914, whle the eastern

poflion, the National Ttans-Continental was completed, n 1917, but at a cost 200 percent

greater thal originally estimated. Due to the extremely high cost of construction, the

G.T.R. was unwilling to lease the National Trans-Continental line north of the lakes.

Meanwhile, the canadian Northern was constructing its own lines following roughly the

samr route as the G¡and Trmk Pacific, diverging only west of the yellowhead pass,

where the G.T.P. li¡re went west to Prince George, and the canadian Northem line went

south to valcouver. The rai.lway was also busy purchasing already established railway

lines in eastern canada. The canadial No¡thern opted to build their own line no¡th of

Lake Superior, despite the opposition of the government. The line constructed was of low

quality, designed to be replaced after it was able to produce some revenue. Figure 4.1 is

a map that shows the main li-¡res of the trarucontinentai raiiways.
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By 19i3, the pace of economic expansion had slowed. I-rnmigration slowed, and the

influx of Bdtish capital dried up. The fortunes of the railways tumed decidedly for the

worse. By 1917, both of the new transcontinental railways were in financial crisis. In

1918, the govemment was fo¡ced to take over the C-¿¡radia¡r No¡thern, which then became

lcrown as the Canadian National Railway (C.N.R.). The G.T.P. failed i¡r 1920, and its

Iines were entrusted to the govenÌment-run C.N.R., while the G.T.R. continued to operate

in eastern Canada. By 1923, the G.T.R. had become part of the C.N.R., and there were

two ûans-continental railways in Canada. During the rest of the period under study, the

only railway development wæ the construction of additional branch lines, particularly irr

the prairies. Figure 4.2 shows the construction of the frst main t¡ack between 1860 and

1960. The major periods of const¡uction are evident in the early 1880s and around the

yeu 7914.
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Figwe 4.2: construction of hrst main track 1860-1960

Source: læahy, F.H., a¡d Urquhart, M.C. (eds) Historical Statistics of Cånada
(Ottawa: Statistics Canada in joint sponsorship with the Social Science Federation of
Canada, 1983)

The govemment claimed that the C.N.R. would offer strong competition for the C.p.R.

This was debatable: on one hand, the C.N.R. had deep pockets because it was backed by

the government, but on the other hand, the railway was comprised of thousands of

kilometres of redunda¡rt track, much of which was poor quality, and the railways that had

been amalgamated to form the C.N.R. had a history of financial problems.

In summary, the construction of new haxs-continental railway lines was intense durfurg the

frst 15 years of the twentieth centuy. The new railway companies were expected to
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remedy some of the western transpoft problerns through the infoduction of competition,

howeve¡ these companies proved to be unable to su¡vive financially, and we¡e eventuaily

amalgamated into one goverffnent-ope¡ated railway, the Canadian National Railway. This

period is characterized by the over-buildìng of railways, especially north of Lake Superior,

where it is unlikely that there ever was (or will be) enough traffic to suppofi more than

one rail line.
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4.1.2 Comnosition of Freight Traffüc

Traffic originating in the west became relatively more impoÍant to the railways during the

first half of the century. In 1929, the prairie provinces comprísed 27.8 percent of the

Canadian population, while they accoulted for only 19.8 percent of the freight loaded

onto railway cars. By 1950, the prairie share of the population had decreased to 18.1

percent of the national population, while railway loadings had decreased only slightty to

79.7 percent of the national total. Table 4.1 shows the freight originating in the prairies

for the years 1929 and 1950. It is useful to compare these two years because tlte 1.929

figure represents the situation during the middle of the period under sfudy, while the 1950

ñgure represents what wæ occufring as the period drew to a close. Since this data was

only collected starting in the late 1920s, estimates for loadings at the begirning of the

century are unavailable. However, it is reasonable to assume that the established pattern

cal be extrapolated backwards.

Table 4.1: Revenue Freight CaÍied by Canadian Railways, 1929 wtd 1950, thousand

tons

Madtoba Saskatchewan Albe¡ta Canada

1929 5,644 7,048 10,08i 114,601

1950 6,449 9,448 12,404 t44,031
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Cattle made up only a small part of railway ¡evenues. Irr 1929, cattle were 0.56% of total

tons moved in Canada by the railways. h 1950, this figure had clropped to 0.41% of tons

carried by the railways. Meat (including pork and poultry) was 0.64% of tons canied in

1929, and 0.44% of totts moved in 1950. The amount of meat loaded by the railways is a

proxy for the anount of beef, which is of cent¡al importance. Silver (1994) indicates thar

the majority of the meat shipped fron WinrLipeg at the tum of the cenfury was pork, but it

is likely that beef shipments increæed in the frst half of the century due to the packing

plant expansion in Wimipeg It ìs important to keep in mind the fact that these figures

refer to meat, a caTe¡oty of which beef is only a subset. Table 4.2 shows the amounts of

cattle and meat moved in 1929 and 1950.

While cattle made up only 0.56% of total ffaffic n 1929, the commodity occupied a

position of much greater importance on the prairies, where cattle originating from

Marritoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta were 2.19%,1.0%, and 1.29% oÍ the respective

provincial loadhgs. ln addition to this, loadings of meat on the prairies wete lower tltan

Tal¡Ie 4.2: Cattle and D¡essed Meat Traffic Loaded by Canadian Railways, 7929 and

1950, thousand tons

Manitoba Saskatchewan Alberta Canada

Cattle Meat Cattle Meat Cattle Meat Cattle Meat

1929 t24 /.o 71 10 i30 22 638 729

1950 83 63 136 20 177 48 592 628
u lC,
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the levels seen in the rest of Caaada, comprising 0.46%,0.14%, utd,0.22% of fhe

loadings in the respective provinces, while the ratio was 0.64% fo¡ the whole of Canada.

This shows that in 1929, the prairies loaded more than their share of cattle, ard less than

their share of meat.

In 1950, the picture is more balanced. The proportion of total provincial freight loadings

occupied by cattle declined in both Manitoba and Alberta, whjle there was a modest

increase in Saskatchewan. In 1950, meat loadings we¡e a higher proportion of freight

loadilgs than they were il 1929 for each of the prairie provinces. The same is fue for

cattle. Nonetheless, in both years the prairies shipped more than their sha¡e of cattle, and

less than their share of meat. However, this imba.lance was more pronounced in 1929

thal in 1950. This is consistent with the expalsíon of processing that took place in

MarLitoba.

4.1.3 Freieht Rates and the Freisht Rate Structure

The freight rate stlucnüe underwent several important changes in the first half of the

century, although none of these chalges were enough to eradicate the constant grumbling

present in the west. This section concenÍates on railway rates be¿ause there is no

i¡formation about truck rates, except that these rates we¡e not regulated in the same

manner as the rail rates. The¡e is no published data on tn:ck rates, but it is very udikely
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that trucks were competitive with tail over the long distances tlat are relevant to this

díscussion. The next section touches on the competitiveness of trucks over various

distances.

In 1903, the federal goverffnent established the Board of Railway commissioners to

regulate the railways. Under Boa¡d ¡ules, the railways had to publish all of their rates,

and if they wanted to increase the rates, they had to apply tluough the Board to do so.

The Board also was the forum before which fteight rate grievances were heard.

From 1906 to 1914, several Westem Canadian groups pres€nted their cases to the Boa¡d

of Railway Commissioners. In the Coastal Cities Case (1906), several cities in British

Columbia complained that the lower rates that Winnipeg enjoyed were against the national

interest and unfaif to other western cenÍes. In 1911, some Wiruripeg merchants

complained that they had been treated unfairly by the C.P.R., who had promised to lower

their rates as faffic increased, but had not done so. These, and other, cases were not

always successful, but the flood of complaints forced the Board of Commissioners to

examine the structue of rates in the west. In 1914, the class rate system was anended

and simplified. Also in 1914, the Panama Canal was completed, a¡rd this created

ffansconti-nentai competition for the railways for freight that wæ not subject to significant

tirne pressures.
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The end of World Wa¡ I wæ met by rapid fuflation that pushed up costs and forced the

railways to apply for tate i¡rcreæes. This was the fl¡st time since the formation of the

Board of Railway Commissioners that the railways had applied to increase their rates. By

1920, the trarìscontinental railways had been competing with U.S. transcontinental

railways and ships for several years. ln response to this competition, the railways

developed "t¡alscontinental rates" that could compete fo¡ traffic crossing the continent.

These low rates did not affect rates to iîtermediate destinations such as C¿lgary, Regila

and Wiruripeg. Arou¡d this time, Alberta began to complain loudly that they were at the

" apex" of the freight rate structure. This phenomenon is called short haul,/long haul

discrimination by traffport economists. In a few well-publicized cæes, the cheapest route

for a shipment of goods from Eætem Canada bound for Alberta was found to be via

Vancouve¡.

In 1925, the C¡owsnest Pass Agreement of 1897 wæ legislated into statute; the new

legislation was really a descendant of the previous agreement because the¡e were some

importart changes to the levels of allowable rates. Over the years this legislation was

extended to include grain by-products and specialty crops. In 1938, in the face of

increasing truck competition, new legislation was passed that allowed railways to make

"agreed charges" with shippers. These charges were in the public domain so that all

shippers could see the rates that other shippers were getting. Under this legislation, if a

shipper could show that he was in similar circumstances to another shipper who was

receiving an agreed charge, that shipper would be entitled to the same rate. Agreed
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charges were not used extensively before World War tr, but after the war they became

important because they were used by the railways to circumvent othet more constricting

regulatiorrs.

Due to the high demand for meat and meat products in Europe during the war years, the

Feed Grain Act was pæsed in 1941. This act subsidized the Ûansport of westem feed

grains to the east where they were fed to livestock This act was intended to remain only

as long as the wa¡ was unresolved.

The influx of truck competition and the period of Great Depression did not precipitate any

increases in rates. Wage and price conÍols implemented during the war also poslponed

the need for rate ircreases. After the war when price conÚols were lifted, the railways

were forced to apply for a series of mæsive rate increases. h 1947 , when the price

conÍols were üfted, the railways applied for a30% rrcreæe in their rates. The increase

granted, 21%, wæ the lust in a series of ilcreases that would not subside until major

iegislative changes had taken place.

In response to persistent squabbling, the government appointed the Turgeon Commission

in 1948 to address the long-standing grievances related to the fteight rate structue. The

report of the Turgeon Cornmission, released in 1955, is discussed in chapter five.
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It must be carefully noted that most of the goods shipped by the railways did not move

under class rates. Many of the commodities moved by rail received "commodity rates",

which were special lower rates for the more bulþ commodities such as coal and sulphur.

Further, after 1938, the railways began to use agreed charges, and these charges were not

published, although they were in the public domain. The published rates are widely

considered to be an indicator of the general rate level, although shippers rarely paid the

published rates.

Table 4.2 shows the freight rates charged on cattle and meat shipped to the east from

Edmonton and Winnipeg. The freight rate structure was such that the rate for a shipment

to Montreal was the same as the rate for a shipment to a point closer to Wiruripeg. Thus,

the rate from Winnipeg to Mont¡eal was the same as the rate from Wirnipeg to Toronto.

This aÍangement had little effect on the location of cattle processing.
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Table 4.3: Freight Rates: Cattle and Meats in C¿rload Lots from Specified Stations in

Western Canada to Points in Eastem Canada, Monneal and West thereof, by

Effective Date

Winnipeg Edmonton

Cattle Meats Cattle Meats

cents per cwt

15 A:ug. l92I 85 121 I14.5 188

8 Apr. 1948 103 146 t39 227

1,1 Oct. 1949 t11 r58 150 ¿4)

l3 Ma¡. 1950 119 169 161 263

16 Jun. 1950 t24 t75 t67 272

atlstrcs ucts
r 950

This table clearly shows the significant rise il rate levels that occurred in the years

immediately following dre second world wa¡. Freight rates had remained unchanged for

27 yeus, but after 1948, applications for rate increæes were much more frequent. The

table also shows tÏe differential rates charged on cattle and meat, a¡rd the difference was

bigger for Edmonton than for Wimipeg. That is to say that the diffe¡ential between cattle

and meat rates was higher in Edmonton than in Wimipeg, both in the 1920's and in 1950.

In summary, in the lust half of the centu¡y there were no solutions to the regional

difficulties with the fieight rate structure. However, the complaints had not yet reach

climactic propo¡tions because other macro events deflected attention away ftom the freight

râte íssue. Dissatisfaction with freight rate disparities did not disappear, although they
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we¡e ¡elatively silent fo¡ mary of these years. The general level of freight rates remained

stable fo¡ the most paft, only beginning to increase after the second world war, at which

tìme the regional complaints skyrocketed.

4.1.4 Development of Trucking and Competition in the Transnort Industry

The intemal combustion engine was well-developed by the end of the first decade of the

twentieth century, and this irrrovation soon led to the inÍoduction of the motor car and

truck. Initially, the road system consisted of small dirt roads that were suitable only for

wagons and bicycles. By 1925, automobiles were cheap and reliable. The provinces have

always taken an active role in the construction of roads, and during the first part of the

century they invested heavily in surfacing and expanding the road system.

In 1931, the federal govemment made grants to construct the Tra¡s-canada highway. By

1940 the highway wæ completed and truck and automobile t¡affic could drive from coasr

to coast without having to pass through the united states. In 194g, the Trans-c¿nada

highway was upgraded so that all roads had hard surfaces. There were also major

techlological improvements in the efficiency of automobiles and trucls. cunie (1967)

notes that between 1926 and 1939 the operating costs per vehicle mile we¡e halved.

Before i950, improvements ir truck desþ had produced larger and larger tucks and

semis.
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Entry into the trucking industry wæ cont¡orled by the public convienience and Necessity

test. To ope¡ate a trucking undertaking, a license or operating authority was required. Il
order to acquire an operating authority, trucke¡s had to apply to the provinciar government

and show that it was in the public interest that they be granted the right to operate. The

burden of proof was on the applicant. Nonetheless, the numbers of trucrs on the roads

increased at a fast pace. wh e data on operating authorities a¡e not ava able, figure 4.3

shows the regisfations of comme¡cial vehicles fiom 1914 to 1950. This data is

unavailable for the years befo¡e 1914.

The railways were in favour of the reguration of truck rates, but it wæ soon found that

a'y such regulation was impracticabre. The railways comprained the competition ftom

trucks was mfai¡ because of the higher tax burden a¡rd levels of regulation that affected

the railways. Trucks we¡e able to abre to offer faster and more flexibre service than the

railways, ald the railways met this competition with faster service, the int¡oduction of

agreed charges, incentive rates and piggy back shipping.
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Figure 4.3: Registration of Commercial Vehicles in Canada, 1914-1950

According to cunie (1967), the growth of the trucking industry was retarded by the Great

Depression and world war tr. "It wasr/t until 1950 that highway carriers began again to

tense thei¡ muscles" (Cunie, 1967: 477) Nonetheless, by the end of the 1940s, truckers

had begun to e¡ode the high-value railway freight and the short haul railway activity.

Table 4.4 shows the sha¡es of total inter-city ton miles performed by mode. The ¡oad

ca¡riers continuously increæed their market share until the end of the period, even though,

according to Currie, they had yet begm to tense their muscles,.
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During this period, the most impo¡tant impact of trucls affected shof-haul traffic. The

railways have never been effected at haul.ing goods over short distances; the rail mode is

geared towards long-haul moves. Trucks, however, were ideally suited to short-haul

moves due to their flexibility and door-to-door service. As a result of the short-haul

adv¿mtages of trucking, cities became bette¡ cornected to the sur¡ounding countfy.

Toronto Press. 1967)

The trucking industry found that it was eæy to compete with the railways for the most

valuable traffic - high valued goods. The trucke¡s could offer door-to-door service with

less handling, and more flexible departure times. currie (1967) also notes that truclc

províded better supervision over refrigerated cargoes. Trucks were not competitive over

large distarces, and so most of the railway Íaffic that was diverted by trucla was for

short hauls. It is estimated ¡hat n 1926 trucks were competitive with railways for 50-60

mi.[e hau1s, irr 1940, the radius had expanded to over 100 miles, and some trucks were

completfurg hauls æ long æ 1000 miles carrying colrsunrer goods and perishable itens

(Cunie, 1967, 489-90). h 1950, the Vice-hesidenr of the C.p.R. admined that the

railway hauled almost no traffic over distances less than 100 miles.

Table 4.4: Inter-city Ton Miles Performed in C¿nada by Type of Canier

Total

(billions)

Rail

7

Road

%

Water

ol

1938 53 51 J 46

1946 77 72 5 24

1951 105 61 8 30
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In summary, the first half of the century witnessed the birttr and early life of the trucking

i-ndustry. Trucks began to compete with railways for high-valued, sho¡t haul traffic. The

technology of trucks changed at a fast pace, and the t¡uckels radius of competition

expanded rapidly.

4.1,5 Cattle and Meat Shipments

Maîy cattle were shipped from the westem prairies to stock yards, abattoirs and feed lots

ir eastem Canada. As the decades passed, the number of cattle shipped to the east

remained relatively constant, while the numbers being processed in the prairies grew

significantly. Unfortunately, detailed statistics for provincial shipments of cattle and meat

are available for only a handful of years in the middle of the period. Table 4.5

summarizes the number of cattle slaughtered on the prairies and shipped east for the years

1925-50, at f,rve year intervals.
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Table 4.5: Number of Cattle Slaughtered in Prairies and Number

Shipped East, 1925-50, thousand head

Cattle iÍ

Prai¡ies

Slaughtered in

P¡airies

Cattle Shipped

East

# /o # %

t925 ) <<1 323 12.6 241 9.4

t930 2,210 288 13.0 77 3.5

1935 2,502 521 20.8 189 7.6

t940 1,949 649 55.¿ 131 6.7

1945 3,210 1,401 43.6 t44 4.5

1950 2,137 841 39.4 151 7.1

lCS, 203, L9t9-5A

Clearly, the number of cattle slaughtered in the prairies increased significantly during this

period, while the cattle supply, and the number of cattle shipped east did not show such a

strong tfend. Nanrally, the ratio of cattle shipped to cattle slaughtered in the prairies

declined ove¡ the period. The statistics for the year 1945 arc slightly higher than would

have been wíthout the second World Wa¡.

The cattle shipped eæt were shipped to stock yards, feed lots and abattoi¡s. Cattle goilg

to a stock yard were auctioned off, while those going to abattoirs were slaughtered, and

those going to feed lots were fattened up in preparation of slaughter. It is extremely

interesting to note that the Feed Grain Act made it possible a¡rd even economic to ship

western cattle to the east to be fattened up on western grain shipped to the east fo¡ the
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purpose of feeding livestock As interesting as this phenomena is, it is not the focus of

the present study. Based on data f¡om SC 23-203, the disposition of cattle shipped from

western Canada to the east (for the years 1935-48) was 30.1 percent to feed lots, 35.8

percent to stock yards, and 34.2 porcent to packing houses. All cattle shipped to stock

yards were eventually shipped to eithe¡ feed lots or packing plants. Cattle going to feed

lots we¡e fed for a period of time before they were slaughtered. Approximately half of

the cattle in stock yards went to feed lots, and the other half went to packing plants.

The logistics of cattle shipping were changed by the development of the moto¡ truck.

Trucks did not have pre-set delivery and pick-up points, and they quickly became the

method of choice for moving cattle off of farms. Before truck transport, cattle had to be

driven to the nea¡est railway loading point, where they were loaded onto üai¡s and

shipped eastward. The trai¡s loaded at counfiy points did not necessarily udoad cattle il

the closest major centre - many cattle were shipped through to Winnipeg where they were

unloaded, fed and wate¡ed. This tumed out to be an advantage for the Wiruripeg meat

processing industry, which siphoned off some cattle for slaughtering.

As trucks began to carry more livestock from farm to rail loading point, the processing

undertaken at major prairie centres othet than Wiruripeg began to expand. Wiruripeg, as

the trans-shipment point for the large flows of cattle moving eastward, was able to

slaughter some of the cattle pæsing through its stocþards. As truck delive¡ies to rail

loading points increæed, othe¡ cities on the prairies were able to take advantage of a
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simila¡ situation, albeit on a much smaller scale. Afte¡ all, tf a lal1¿e group of animals had

to be unloaded from trucks and the loaded onto trai¡s, t}tere was an opportunity to

ilcrease the local cattle slaughte¡ing.

The cattle shipped east originated in a1l tfuee prairie provinces, and were destined for

Onta¡io for the rnost part. Significant amounts of cattle also were shipped to Quebec,

presumably to Montreal. For Saskatchewan and Albe¡ta, the most significant inter-

provincial shipments of cattle were to Manitoba during this pa¡t of the century. This is

consistent with the rise of meat packing in Manitoba that occu¡red during ttre ffust part of

the century. This increase il cattle slaughtering in Ma¡itoba is discussed further in

section 4.2.1.

Al1 of the long haul movements of cattle were uldertaken by the rail mode. To the year

1950, trucla were not competitive over the necessary dista¡ces and could not offer much

better se¡vice than the rail carriers who had invested heavily in stock yæds and loading

and unloading facilities.

I¡fomration about interprovincial shipments of meat is sparse. In 1925, which can be

looked upon as a representative year, Manitoba moved beef to eastern ca¡ada, as well as

to othe¡ export desthations such æ the U.S. a¡rd U.K. Alberta's only interprovincial

shipments of beef were to B¡itish columbia, and saskatchewan moved no beef to other

provinces, exporting ollly a small amount to foreign counúies. The amount of beef
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shipped to eastern Canada r as eqùal to apptoximately L5.6% of the 1925 prairie beef

production, which was the beef equivalent of about 50,000 cattle, while 241,000 cattle

were shipped live in that year. It is reasonable to believe, given the othe¡ evidence

presented, that this trend improved with time.

In summary, the prairie provinces shipped both caftle and beef to eastem Canada. Most

of the beef originated in Manitoba, while large shipments of cattle came from ail of the

prairie provinces. The cattle were canied by rail to the east, were they were delivered to

feed lots, stock yards and packing houses. As the meat packing industry in the prairies

began to expand (prilcipally in MarLitoba), a $eate¡ propo¡tion of cattle were slaughtered

on the prairies, compared to the amounts shipped to eætem Canada. Cattle from all of

the prairies were funelled into Manitoba fo¡ ultimate consumption in Ontario and

Quebec. Manitoba was able to take advantage of its position as a Íans-shipment point to

perform weightlosing production on cattle. other major prairie cenfies were also able to

Íeap some benefits from their positions as smaller trans-shipment points.

4.2 Develonment of the Cattle and Beef Industries

This section is divided into three pafis. The flrst part is an examination of changes in the

cattle supply and location of cattle processing industry during the ftst half of the century.

Following this is a look at cattle p¡ices at different country points and finally is a b¡ief
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summåry of the domestic and intemational ma¡kets for cattle. The material presented in

this section, combined with the i¡-formation presented in section 4.1 is a necessary

background for a closer analysis of cattle ûalsport in the flust half of the twentieth

century.

4.2.I Cattle Sunnly and I¡cation of Slaughtering Activitv

The frst half of the new cenhry saw tle creation of two new provinces and dramatic

i¡fluxes of population into the west. The new population began to encroach on some of

the prime lands that were being used for stock raising. This encroachment, and other

factors such as the oligopolistic prici-ng practices of tÏe cattle buyers, pushed the smaller

stocknen out of speciatzed cattle raising and into mixed farming.

Tfuoughout the period, the numbers of cattle in Canada fluctuated widely and had a slight

upward trend. Figure 4.4 shows the numbers of non-milk cattle in C¿nada ftom 1909 to

1950. Figure 4.4 is an area graph that also contai¡s information about the numbers of

cattle in each of the prairie provinces.

At the beginrLing of the series presented in figure 4.4, the number of cattle is relatively

low. This relative m.inima is a result of particularly low prices, but a strong recovety was

made in the face of higher prices arourd the time of the first World War. A large dip in
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the number of cattle before World Wa¡ tr is the ¡esult of increased slaughterings. After

the war, the numbers of cattle experienced a gradual decline until the second World War,

when stocks increæed again.

Figure 4.4: Number of Non-Milk Cattle in C¿nada, 1909-1950

The slaughter of cattle is the process of turning live cattle into meat, and it is of cenÍal

importalce to this study. The location of cattle processing gadually shifted in favou¡ of

the prairie provinces in the fi¡st half of the centuy. 'Data fo¡ this series are unavailable
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for years prior to 1913. Figure 4.5 shows the slaughter of cattle in inspected

establishments for the prairie provinces a¡d for the ¡est of Ca¡rada. The fÌgure is

aralogous to figure 4.4, which showed the supply of cattle.

The numbers of cattle slaughtered in federally irupected establishments showed a strong

upward trend in the first half of the cenhry. This reflects an iacreasing demand for meat

products and the tendency to slaughter mo¡e of the cattle domestically. There is a large

spike just after the second World War, which reflects a relaxing of the wa¡time

restrictioru on consumption.
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Figure 4.5: Cattle Slaughtered in Fedemlly krspected Establishments, 1913-50
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A comparison of figures 4.4 and 4.5 shows that the western provinces slaughtered less

than their proportion of the total cattle supply. In L920, for example, the western

provinces contained 42% of the national supply of non-milk cattle, while these same

provinces had only 26% of the total number slaughtered. This inequity became less

pronounced as the period came to a close. In 1950, the western provinces contaned 45%

of the national supply of non-milk cattle, and 36% of the slaughtered caffle were

processed on the prairies.
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A more detailed examination of the data gives an idea of the distribution of cattle supply

and slaughter between the provinces. In 1920, Manitoba contahed 2l% of the cattle of

the prairie provinces, but condùcted 41% of the prairie slaughtering, whìIe Saskatchewan

contained 38% of the prairie cattle, but ulde¡took only 20% of the slaughtering. In 1920,

Albe¡ta had 47% of the prairie cattle supply and undertook 39% of the slaughter. Table

4.5 shows the proportions of the prairie cattle supply and slaughter in the prairie provinces

for the years 1920, 1930, 1940, and 1950.

starting arorurd i920, a gradual increæe in the number of cattle slaughtered in the prairies

is evident. This increase can be attrìbuted to the influence of more truck delive¡ies to

loading points, leading to hcreased collection at major centres and some additional

opportudties for slaughtering. The use of trucks gave producers greater flexibility in

shipping cattle to processors.

Table 4.6: hoportions of P¡ai¡ie Cattle and Slaughterings by province, 1920-50

Manitoba Saskatchewa:r Alberta

% of caltle %of

slaughter

% of cattle %of

slaughter

% of catrle %of

slaughter

1920 2l 4I 38 20 41 39

1930 22 48 36 18 4l 34

1940 19 60 34 T2 47 28

1950 18 53 35 13 47 JJ
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It is apparent f¡om table 4.6 that the province of Manitoba consistently undertook more

than its sha¡e of the slaughtering on the prairies, while producing less than its share of the

cattle. The big loser from all of this was sækatchewan, which consistently slaughtered

less than its share of the cattle. Albefa also slaughtered significantly less than its sha¡e

of the prairie cattle supply.

4.2.2 Catlle Prices

The¡e is a st¡ong correlation between cattle prices in eastem c¿nada and cattle prices on

the prairies. specifically, the prices on the prairies are generally lower than the prices in

eastem canada, and the difference between the two prices is usually approximately equal

to the cost of transporting an animal ftom the west to an eastem ma¡ket.

Figure 4.6 shows the prices for good cattle up to 1000 lbs. in winrLipeg and Toronto. The

two series of prices are highly correlated, with the Toronto prices sometimes exceeding

the Winnipeg prices by as much as 20 percent, or as little as 1 percent.
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Figure 4.6 Annual Average hices of Good Cattle of up to 1000 lbs, $ per cwt,
Toronto ¿¡d Wi

x r¡,i""ip"g

+To¡mt¡

Source: Statistics Canada, Livestock and Animal products Statistics, SC 21
1919-50

cattle prices tlroughout the sysem vary naturally as a result of supply and demand. In

the prairies, silver (1994) has indicated that the fi¡ns of Bums, and Gordon, Irorsides and

Fa¡es, followed monopsonistic practices in the ma¡ket for purchasing cattle in the early

years of the century. These fl¡ms were the two largest purchæers of cattle in the prahies,

and there is some evidence that they colluded to set the prices of cattle. Burns used thei¡

cattle for processing, while Gordon, Ironsides and Fa¡es shipped their cattle to eastern

canada and to chicago. The alleged collusion apparently took the form of low levels of
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competition at stock yards and markets. At any given stock yatd or market, there would

be as many as three separate buyers of cattle, but all of the buyers would represent one

fi¡m, either Bums, or Gordon, I¡orLsides ald Fares. The buyers fo¡ these firms tended to

set the price of cattle at the market because of the large volumes that they purchased, and

small stock owrers were forced to 'take it or leave it'. ff a small stock owner did not

accept the price offered by the buyer, he had little recourse. Larger stock owne¡s could

ship their cattle in unit trai¡s through to chicago, Toronto or Montreal in hopes of getting

a better price, but in this case they bore the ¡isks associated with the transport.

According to silver, the fi¡m of Gordon, konsides and Fares showed little interest in

entering the cattle processing business, prefening to ¡emain the largest cattle exporter in

the world. It is difficult to grasp the ¡easorx for this preference, primarily because of the

appafent profitability of processing cattle h the prairies (particularly Manitoba). For most

of the period unde¡ observation, there is a consistent margin that separates the Toronto

prices from the Winnipeg prices. However, in the last thee yeats of the 1940s, this

margin appears to disintegrate. The reason fo¡ this is that the price data presented in

figlure 4.6 are arurual averages, and these averages may be distofed for the years of rapid

price inflation that followed the second wo¡ld war. The reader will recall that in these

years the railways int¡oduced massive rate increases, at times more than once per year. It

is for this reason, and the general instabirty of prices in the economy, that the consistent

margins seen i¡r the earlier years are not easily observable in the late 1940s. Anothe¡
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possible explanation for this phenomenon is the dramatic i¡crease in cattle slaughtering

that took place as the wa¡time consu.mption limits we¡e removed.

ln summary, cattle prices in western and eastem Canada were highly conelated ove¡ the

frst frfty years of the twentieth cenhÌry. Prices skgocketed following the second World

Wa¡ when the economy experienced significant i¡flation. Cattle producers in the west had

few choices when selling their arimals, and the buyers of cattle appeat to have used

oligopolistic practices.

4.2.3 Domestic and International Markets for Cattle and Meat Products

The largest domestic markets fo¡ beef products (and hence cattle) were found in eastem

Canada for the first half of the centu¡y. The national demand for meat products is closely

related to population - centres with large populations have a large demand for meat

products. Although the prairie provhrces contributed significantly to the production of

meat products, there was only a small local demand. Figwe 4.7 is a bar cha¡t that shows

the population in the prairie provinces and in the rest of Canada in six census years.
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Figure 4.7: Population in Canada and P¡airie hovinces fo¡ Census Yea¡s 1921-51

while the praìde provinces produced more beef than necessary to meet local demands, the

other provinces (as a whole), did not produce enough beef to cover local demands. Table

4.7 shows the amount of beef produced and consumed by the prairie provinces and the

rest of canada, for the census years used in Figure 4;7. Tlrcdema¡rd for beef was a¡¡ived

at by multiplying the population of a region by the domestic per capita disappearance of

beef, found in the Historical statistics of canada. The analysis assurnes that the per
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capita consumption of be€f was constant across the nation, which tends to slightly over-

state the gaps between consumption and production.

(ottawa: statistics canada in joint sponsorship with the social science Federation of
Canada, 1983)

In the prairie provinces, production of beef was greater than consumption tfuoughout the

period, whìIe in the rest of ca¡rada, production was always less than consumption. The

prairie provinces were a net exporter of beef products, while the rest of canada was a net

importer. Although the balance of beef t¡ade is skewed, it is important to note that a

significant portion of the beef produced in eætem canada came from cattle raised in the

west. The prairie provinces were also net exporters of cattle.

Early in the twentieth century, the larger prairie cattle producers lobbied for and got

reduced rail fteight ta¡iffs for the exportation of cattle to the giant chicago ma¡ket. This

was important to the stocknen because the chicago ma¡ket could absorb large amounts of

cattle, and it offe¡ed an alternative to selling the animals to local slaughte¡houses. The

Table 4.7: consumption and Production of Beef in the hairie hovinces ard Rest of

C¿rada, '000 000 lbs

P¡ai¡ie Provinces Rest of C¿nada

Consumption hoduction Consumption Production

1921 100 133 350 3+Z

1931 115 164 388 J.J 
'

1941 t42 238 530 485

1951 r25 275 564 5i0
art,
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p¡ices in Chicago were very competitive, a¡rd after 1913, when the hade concessions we¡e

won, many western Canadian cattle were shipped to the mid-western metropoüs. The

status of tafiffs on cattle varied throughout the ffust fifty years of the century, at times

being cut, and then later re-instated. A glimpse at figufe 4.8 shows that the numbers of

cattle shipped to the u.S. oscillated between several hund¡ed thousand and zero, and this

variation is largely due to changes in the ta¡iffs charged on cattle.

Figure 4.8: C¿nadian Exports of Live C¿ttle to the U.S, U.K., and AII Other Countries

I tool or,.,

Li::l To U-S-

ffirour

Sou¡ce: Statistics Canada, Livestock and Animal froduiGTtatistia, Sõ-f-ZO1-
1919-50
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Exports of live cattle to the U.K., combined with the exports to the U.S., composed

almost all of the canadian cattle expoÍs during the frst half of the century. Just as \ryith

the u.s., changes in u.K. trade policy are the major factor affecting the numbers of cattle

shipped overseas.

Figure 4.9: Caradian Exports of Beef, 1935,50

TtìoLsands

* 
To U.K.

' To U.s.

+ 
To All others

Source: S

1919-50
ada, Livestock and Animal Products Statistics, SC

Data on tÏe export of beef to the u.s. and ove¡seæ is unavailable prior to 1935. since

i935, exports of beef have been primarily to the u.S. and the u.K., and these shipments
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have been higltly volatile. Expo¡ts of beef during the period have been as much as 1 1

percent of national beef production, to as low ts 2% of total production. The amount of

beef exported pales in comparison to the numbers of cattle exported, and the equivalent

amount of beef that could be produced from the cattle. Beef exports from 1935-50 are

shown in figure 4.9.

4.3 Summary and Conclusion

1. other railways entered into competition with the c.p.R., leading to the c¡eation of

the govemment-mn C.N.R. There is little evidence that suggests that this new

competition forced a significant lowering of freight rates.

2. In the prairies, railway loadings of livestock were more important, and loadings of

meat were less important than the national averages. The prairies shipped

relatively more cattle and less meat than the rest of cånada, although this trend

became less evident closer to 1950.

3. Freight rates remained stable until the post wwII era, when they began to inc¡ease

rapidly.
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4. Trucks began to compete with ¡ail for short-haul, high-value traffic. Trucking,s

sha¡e of total ton-miles increased ftom 3% in 1938 to B% tn lgSL.

5. The prairie provinces began to undertake more cattle slaughtering (principally in

Manitoba, and a little in Alberta), but remained net exporters of cattle. shipments

of meat ard numbers of cattle slaughtered in the prairies increased while cattle

movements to eastem Calada remained fairly constant. The increase of

slaughtering on the prairies wæ facilitated by the development of the trucking

industry and Wiruripeg's advaltages as a trars-shipment point.

6. cattle prices in western ald eætem canada moved in lock-step, rising dramatically

with the freight rate hrc¡eases after wwll Cattle buyers in the prairies used

market power to keep prices low and divide up the cattle supply. The fimr of

Go¡don, konside and Fares became the largest cattle exporte¡ in the world, but did

not make any significant attempts to enter the packing industry.

7. Exports of cattle continued to fluctuate. The primary export markets were tÏe u.s.

(Chicago area) and the U.K. Exports of meat were also volatile.

8. The fi¡st half of the century wæ a period of great change in the transport and

cattle processing industries. The rail monopoly appears to have been

compromised, but the extent to which the long-haul business was affected remai¡s
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unclear. It is certainly possible that trucks could compete with the higher rail rates

charged on meat between Wiruripeg and Toronto, but not likely between points

west of Wiruripeg and Toronto. This possibility would help explain the rise of

meat packing in Winnipeg during the last 15 years of the period. However, tíe

economies of shippi,ng beef over live cattle were not overwhelrning because a large

amount of cattle were still shipped to eastern Canada, sÍaight to packing houses.
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CEAPTER ITTTE: FALL OF TTTF. CATTLE TRÄIN

This chapter examiles the final years of the cattle Íain, from 1950 to the present. This

period is chuactenzed by large shifts in the patterns of cattle consumption (for the

puq)oses of slaughter) and cattle movements. In 1950, there is little evidence of any

cattle being shipped by truck to eastem ca:rada from western canada, while in 1995 there

is no evidence of any cattle being shipped by rail to rhe east, while some cattle are still

shipped eastward, only now by trucks. U.S. markets fo¡ cattle are more impo¡tant than

eve¡ for canadian producers, and the cattle processing industry in Atbe¡ta has uldergone

rema¡kable growth in the past 45 years.

The fall of the cattle train will be described in two parts: developments in the ta¡sport

industry, and developments in the cattle a¡rd beef indushies. A summary concludes the

chapter.
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5.1 Developments in fhe Transoort Industry

This section is divided into th¡ee parts- Section 5.1.1 examines legislation and trarsport

policy in Canada from 1950, section 5.1.2 examines truclV¡ail competition, ald section

5.1.3 analyzes competition in t¡e tra$port of cattle ftom westem to eastern Canada.

Absent from this chapter is a section on the development of the tranqrortation

inftastructure, which was included in the previous two chapters. Most infrastructüai

development that took place during these years is i¡relevant to this study because it does

not affect cattle transport. The most obvious exception to this is the paving of the úans-

Canada highway in 1955, which is important. This period was not characterized by

significant new buildirg of üansport inftastructües, rather, the second half of the century

was instead chuacterized by increases in competition made possible by previous

investments in transport infiastrucn[e.

5.Ll læelslation and Transport Policy

This section proceeds with a discussion of the regulation of railways and highway carriers

In response to persistent squabbling, the government appointed the T\rgeon commíssion

in i948 to address the long-standing grievances related to the rail freight rate sfucttue.

The Turgeon commission left behind no legacy, and in fact Darling (1974) has rema¡ked
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that less than ten years afte¡ the T\-rgeon cormrission reported, all the recommendations

were ir¡eleva¡t.

For historical interest, the major recommendations of the Tlugeon Commission were the

one-and-one-thi¡d rule, the bridge subsidy and the equalization of class and commodity

rates. The one-and-one-third rule concemed the short-haullong-haul discrimination, and

decreed that the ¡ate the any intermediate point not exceed the úarrscontinental rate by

more thm a third. In Íesponse to this rule, the railways essentially discontinued the use of

the transcontinental rates, moving all of the traffic over to agreed charges, which had not

been affected by the Turgeon Commission.

The bridge subsidy was a subsidy to the "bridge" of track north of Lake Superior that

linked eastern and western ca¡ada. The rationale of the subsidy wæ to fi¡rance the

ulprofitable st¡etch of track and to help out the railways. Eventually, the bridge subsidy

began causing problems for the trucking industry operating north of Lake superior, and it

was discontinued.

The equalization of class and commodity rates was also i¡relevant because of the small

amounts of traffic that was moving under those rates. Any problems that this equalization

could have created for tÏe railways was simply solved by mov.hg the traffic to agreed

charges.
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Over the next ten years, râte increases occurred in the following pattem, as taken f¡om

Da¡lhg (1974):

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

ö.

9.

The railways sign union agreements calling for extensive wage increases.
The railways apply to the board for higher rates to offset these inc¡eases in
cost.
The provinces protest the increases and ask the board to dismiss the
application as unnecessary or improper.
The board rules that it should hea¡ the application.
hotracted hearings ensue during which all the old arguments are brought
out by both sides.
The board issues a judgement and orde¡ awatding the railways something
less than the amount applied for.
The provhces sometimes appeal, now to the Supreme Cou¡t, now to the
cabinet, to rescind the board's order.
The appeal is heard and rejected, so that many months after the date of the
original application the increase is permitted to take effect.
In the meantime, a new union conftâct has been signed by the railways...

In 1957, the goverruîent int¡oduced the Freight Rates Reduction Act, a direct subsidy of

the raiiways in exchange for the lowering of rates, or a decrease in the speed of rate

i¡fation. It was obvious that this measure would not last for long.

By 1959, it was apparent that the Turgeon Commission had failed to relieve the political

tension related to the freight rate structue. The westem provinces were still loudly

complaining that the structure of the system i¡hibited value-added production in the west.

A Royal Commission, later called the MacPherson Commission, was appointed in 1959 to

examine the recuring problems.

The MacPherson commission ¡epoÍed their findings in 1961 a¡d ushered in a new era of

trarspoÍation policy. The findings of the Macpherson commission were that the railways
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should be less regulated because they wete no longer in a monopoly position. The

Comrnission recommended the deregulation of the rate-making proc€ss, giving the

railways more control than they had previously. The steady increase in truck competition

had c¡eated an atmosphere of competition, ald heavy-handed üeâtrnent of the railways

was no longer needed, according to the Conlnission.

Many of the recorrunendations of the MacPherson Commission were hcorporated into the

National Transportation Act, 1967. This legislation left the railways free to adjust rates,

within certain limits. The railways did not have total control. For example, they were not

allowed to price below their va¡iable cost. The rates, however, we¡e still in the public

domain and any shipper had the right to the same rai"s as his competitor should he be in

a like location with like levels of freight. The canadian T¡ansport commission (crc)

was set up to investigate problems relating to freight rates.

The westem Economic opportunities conference that wæ hetd in calgary in 1973 was a

conference between the western P¡emiers and the federal govemnent. At the time, freight

rate issues were one of the top westem conceÍN. Since this time, there has been a

gradual decline in the importance of freight rate complaints, to the point where this is no

longer an issue in 1995. At the time of the conference, westemers were bitte¡ that rates

that did nothing to encourage value-added production in the west. The Feed Grain Act

was still in p1ace, long after the war, allegedly suppressing the growth of the westem

feedlot and meat packing i¡rdustries. There were other important cases, such as the
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Rapeseed Cæe, where shippers found that it was much cheaper to ship uncrushed

rapeseed thal processed seed. These cases made it clear that rail rates were still

inhibiting value-added production in the west. This was a concern because value-added

productíon was at this time the fastest gtowing sector of the agribusiness industry.

The period following the NTA, 1967 hæ seen tle growth of market competitive rates.

These rates are given to shippers to enable them to be competitive ia export markets. The

logic is that if non+ompetitive rates are given, there wíll be no traffic for the ra.ilway.

These competitive rates often created short-haul,4ong-haul discrimination, although in this

era, the cries of protest have been drowned out by other national problems.

Transportation has gradually become a less inflammatory issue (Heads, 1993). The

reæons for the decline of tlansportation as a signifrcant national policy issue include the

development of otler serious economic problems such as deficits, i¡flation and

unemplo;'rnent. The increased emphæis on macro+cononric issues has led to a decrease

in the relative importalce of trans'pofiation and regional development. The pattems of

regional trade have also changed, and the east-west Íade that previously chæacterized

canada is becoming less important. No¡th-south fade coridors have replaced east-west

trade as the most significant trading patterns. This movement away from east-west üade

has made the issue of east-west freight rates less pivotal. The shifting pattems of trade

wili be discussed in greater detail il section 5.2, which deals with the cattle industry and

markets fo¡ cattle.
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The WGTA, the descendant of the Crowsnest Pass Agreement, was legislated in 1983.

Under the WGTA, the fede¡al goverffnent subsidized the shipment of grain by rail, paying

over half the freight tate with the residual paid by the producer. This legislation, a source

of tremendous conÍoversy, was abolished by the 1995 federal budget.

In 1987, the National Transportation Act, 1987 wæ assented to, and this act did not

contain many cataclysmic changes for rai1. In fact, the railways have complained that

they did not get much out of t1re new legislation. The most important freight rate-related

change is the implementation of confidential contracts between shippers and the railways.

The contract is negotiated between the shipper and carrier, and then filed with the

National Transportation Agency. Confidential conüacts are not in the public domain, and

the¡efore other shíppers rarely have enough hfomration to figure out if they are being

treated unfairly. Irr 1993, approximately 56% of all, rail freight now moved ulder

c onfidential conüact.

The regulations affecting the trucking industry have been much less complex than those

which affect the rail mode. There have been no regulations affecting the rates charged by

trucking firms, the only regulations of econornic significance being those set to resfict

enÍy into truckhg. lnter-provincial trucking, which is Íucking between more tÍan one

province, has long been under the jurisdiction of the Canadian TraÍsport Commission.

Fo¡ most of the period, entry into inter-provincial trucking was limited sfictly to those

who had the necessary operating authorities. For a new firm to acquire an opetating
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authority, it was necessary to show that it was in the interest of the nation that the firm

operate. In 1987, this state of affairs changed with the new Motor Vehicle Trarsport Act,

1987, which deregulated entry into inter-provincial markets by changing the old ,þublic

Convienience and necessity" test into a "¡everse onus" test, where it was up to the f,rrms

already operating in a market to show that the entry of a new firm would be det¡imental

to the public good. Finally, n 1992, the "¡everse onus" test was transformed into a

"fitness" test, where all a prospective car¡ier needed to do to gain the necessary operating

authority was provide information showing that it wæ "fit and able" to operate a trucking

undertaking.

The effect of these changes irr trucking legislation was to inqease the amount of

competition in inter-provincial markets. The ¡esult of inc¡eased competition has been

more volatility in the trucking industry, but it is not the purpose of this study to examhe

this issue.

Lr summary, there is a long history of freight rate regulation in canada. There have been

many attempts to fix the rate system over the past century. It is reasonable to thfuk that

complaints about the fieight rate system have led to faster reforms of transport policy.

over the past 100 years, regional concerrìs have played a large role in changing the face

of the rail rate stl:ucture. The greater the protest about rail rate hequities, the more

frequent the attempts to fix the system. Nafually, when the protest died down o¡ was

drowled out by more pressing problems, the¡e wæ less pressure to make significant
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changes to the rate system. In fact, it could be argued that the rise of a competitive

ideology was as significant as any regional conceûß in expediting the changes that took

place in the NTA, 1987. There were fewer signiñcant changes for ¡ail in the NTA, 1987

because of the lack of pressure to make chalges. Regional concems in the 1980's have

been upstaged by national conceÍìs such as unemployrnent, i¡flation and deficits. The

move towa¡ds gteater competition in Íansport also affecting the truckilg industry, when

in 1987, the Moto¡ Vehicle Transport Act, 1987 was enacted. This act and the further

effects of the amendments reduced the restrictions on enry into inter-provincial trucking

markets, leading to greater competition.

5.1.2 Railllruck Competition Since 1950

The trucking industry has experienced rapid growth since 1950, increasing its radius of

competition as well as its share of freight t¡affic. Numerous technological changes have

taken place that benefit the trucking industry, principally in the areas of road and vehicle

construction. Trucking equipment has a much shorter lifespan than rail equipment, and

trucking fi¡ms are able to react very quickly to cha¡ges in technology. Highway tractors

may only be used fo¡ three years before they are replaced with a newer model, while a

good deal of railway equipment læts for 20 years.
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Mechanical refrigeration replaced ice-and-salt refrigeration in the 1940s and 50s. The

effect of this techîological change was greater on tÏe trucking industry because of the

faster rate of replacement in that industry. This faste¡ equipment-replacement allows the

trucking industry to take advantage ofnew technologies with greater speed. Furthermore,

the cost of refrigerated trailers has decreased over the years due to mass production, while

refrigerated rail cars remai¡ more expensive.2

Writing on the development of Canada's traîsport industry, the MacPherson Commission

had this to say:

Since the end of World War II, particularly in the last decade, the
application of rapid and contiluing improvement in all modes of hansport,
and the construction of new ones, offered a range of services at a range of
costs which inevitably gave rise to mo¡e intense competition irr the
provision of trarxportation. Vastly improved air services, construction of
pipelines, the expansion of the St. Lawrence River system, the tremendous
technological improvement in railway equipment and methods, plus the
gro'*th of the trucking industry as equipment improved and the highway
network spread, has given the nation a range of service which has widened
the ho¡izon of choice within which individual business and industriæ may
operate in plaming production and supplying markets within Canada and
abroad. (MacPherson Commission, 1961: Yol.2,paee j)

The growth of trucking cannot be credited solely to the development of sfonger roads and

better trucks. The natural advantage of trucks is that they offer more personalized service.

Trucks can cater to tle needs of shippers in a way that railways camot (at least in the

2From i¡terview rvjth Paul Cìegg, Manager - Marketing, Grain Office, Cp Rait
System, on March 13, 1995.
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majo¡ity of cases). Trucks can pick-up their load at the customefs doorstep, and drop the

load off at the consignee's loading dock Less handling is involved in tmck shipments,

and the mode can also offer shippers more frequent trips. Another advantage that the

trucking indust¡y has enjoyed is a relatively low tax burden compared to the railways.

Highway inftastructure costs (highways, bridges, tururels) are paid by the state, while the

railways must pay tlLese costs themselves. At one time, railways were thought to offer

more reliable service because they were rarely stopped by snow, sleet and ice, but these

factors are no longer a ba¡rie¡ to trucks because roads are now clea¡ed, at the tax-payers

expense.

The flow of traffic in Canada was east-west oriented through much of this period, with the

majority of the products moving from the east into western Canada. As a result, western

manufacturers received backTaul rates for shipping their products eastward. Although

both truckers and railways had a need for backhaul moves, trucks could offer door-to-doo¡

service and could also match railway rates for traffic moving eastward.

The ¡eader will recall from chapter fou¡, the statement that i¡ 1950, railways rarely carried

goods less than 100 miles. In 1956, the Go¡don Commission undertook a study that

suggested that the greatest concenüation of motor truck activity was between 20 and 600

miles, and a great volume of trafhc moved distances up to 1500 miles (Cunie, 1967:

484). Table 5.1 reports the modal share of domestic fteight ton-miles and tonne-

kilometers for several years. The data a¡e quite good for the beginning of the period, but
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the¡e is a long lapse in the 1970s and early 80s that is the result of a revolution a¡d

restructuring of trucking statistics. The road statistics represent only the for-hire trucking

industry, as fufo¡mation on the private trucking industry is very difficult to collect.

Table 5.1: Modal Sha¡e of Domestic Freight Ton-Miles ard Tonne-

Kilometres, selected years, 1952-90

Rait Road Water

t952 63 8 29

1956 61 8 31,

1960 56 t2 3¿

1964 53 11 36

1968 55 12 JJ

1990 57 22 21

rurucË: ruuy, n.L r rarspon Lompe on ard fuDúc l.ottcy m Uânada (Vancouvet,
university of B¡itish columbia Press, 1972) and NTA Review commission, comoetition
in Transpo¡tation (Ottawa, National Transpofation Act Review Commission, 1993)

The highway ca¡¡ier sha¡e of domestic fteight ton-rniles (or later, torne-kilometres)

increæed steadily over the period. Tons (and tonnes) carried by the modes shows a

slightly different distribution, with highway carriers carrying approximately the sane

number of total tonnes as the railways, both in the 1950s and the 1990s. This shows that

trucks we¡e (ald are) mo¡e involved with sho¡t-har¡l movements, which count as tons

moved (or tornes moved), but add less to ton-miles perfomred than long-haul moves.
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In summary, the sha¡e of domestic freight ton-miles ca¡ried by highway carriers inc¡eased

from 8% n 7952 to 22% n 1990. Reasons for the growth of trucking include more

personalized service, efficient and rapid use of new technologies, and low taxes.

5.1.3 Competition in the Lonq-Eaul (Wesf+East) Cattle Transoort

This section examines the numbers of cattle stripped from the westem prairies to eastern

canada since 1950, as well as the modal share of that long-haul t¡affic. Modal share data

is unavailable for the bulk of the period, however, it is known that in 1950 almost all

cattle shipped from western canada to the eæt were shipped by rail. kr 1993, no cattie

were shipped by rail; all of the remaining tratric having been diverted to trucks.

somewhere in between 1950 and 1993 there was a restructuring in the method of shipping

cattle.

Figure 5.1 shows the numbers of cattle ald calves shipped from westem to eastern canada

from 1950 to 1993. In addition, the cattle shipped are broken down into tfuee categories:

cattle shipped to feedlots, cattle shipped to slaughterhouses and cattle shipped to

stocþards. ln the later years, the third category, cattle shipped to stocþards, was

amalgamated with the other categories because the stocþards are never the final

desti¡ation for shipped cattle; all cattle shipped to stock yards ended up eventually in

eithe¡ a feedlot or a slaughterhouse.
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Figure 5.1: Cattle and Calves Shipped from Westem Canada to Eastern Canada, by

destination, 1950-93

Calüe arìd Calves (Thüsands)

I To saughter Houses

Ëlto so d. yu,¿"

W To FêêdIots

0
1950 '1960

Source: Statistics Canada, Livestock and Animal Products, SC
and Agriculture Canada, Livestock Market Review, 1950-93.

t950-76

The cattle being shipped to eastern feedlots expanded significantly during this period

while the cattle shipped to slaughterhouses gradually declinecl. There is no evidence to

suggest that a particulff mode of transport had an advantage in shipping either feeders or

slaughter cattle. The sharp decline in the number of feeder cattle shipped to eastern

canada is the result of the increasing competitiveness of the westem ca¡radian feed lot

industry.
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As discussed in chapter four, it is believed that almost all west+east cattle were shipped

by rail prior to 1950. It is since then that a d¡amatic shìft in logistics of cattle transpo¡t

took place. Data for precise modal sha¡es do not emerge until 1978, where the numbers

of cattle shipped are b¡oken down by mode. By 1988, the modal split was deemed

unnecessary because the rail mode's share of this very narrow market had evaporated.

Figure 5.2 shows the modal share of we$reast cattle movements from 1978 to 1993.

Figure 5.2: Modal Share of We$rEast Cattle Movements 1978-93

Catüe arÈ Calves (Thousa.ds)

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1S84 1985 1986 1987 1S88 19S9 1990 1991

Source: Agriculture Canada, Livestock Ma¡ket Review, 1950-93.
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Rail's share of this long-haul traffic disappeared in the mid-eighties, however the total size

of the pie also decreased. Economic theory suggests that this change in ma¡ket sha¡e

cannot be solely attributed to rate-cutting by the trucking industry, because if the change

was the result of lower rates, the total amount of traffic would have 'tnøeased, ceteris

paribus. The total arrount of traffic actually decreased, so there must be otïer forces at

work in this cæe.

There is little infomration about the modal sha¡es before 1978. It is unlikely that truck

competition in this market emerged in 1978 wíth close to half the ma¡ket share.

Presumably, truck competition started before 1978, and gradually became mo¡e prominent.

However, this data is unavailable.

It has been suggested that the railways were happy to get out of the cattle transpoÍ

business because hauling cattle was not profitable.3 The¡e were no backhaul opportunities

for cattle cars retuming from eastern canada to the west. As a result, tïese ca¡s retumed

empty, contdbuting nothilg to the fixed costs. c¿ttle trailers, on the other hand, often had

collapsible sides and could be tumed into flatbeds for the ¡etum [ip. As a result, trucks

had more backhaul opportunities, which is one of the reasons why the were able to make

profit h a market that wæ unprofitable for the railways.

3lnterview with Gordo¡ Seddon, former employee, Cp Rail System on March 14,
t995.
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The rates charged by the railway had to cover the entire cost of the hip, while trucks were

able to haul loads in both di¡ections, making revenue on each leg. As a result, the

trucking indust¡y was able to meet and undercut rail rates. Rates were depressed to the

poht where tïese movements of cattle were not profitable for the railways.

In 1968, the Union Stock Yards, an importånt hfrastructu¡al component of the railway

cattle transport industry, wæ in financial trouble because of reduced numbers of cattle

being shipped through the yards. The Union Stock Ya¡ds unde¡went significant new

investment in an attempt to reverse the üend and boost emplo¡ment.a This attempt to

reverse a disturbing trend is circumstantial evidence that trucking was beginning to take a

bite out of rail's market share as early as the mid-sixties, as volumes shipped hacl not yet

begun to decline.

wlile livestock and meat were only a very small paÍ of railway car loadings, the two

commodities were very important truck conunodities originating in western canada.

Table 5.2 shows a breakdown of the total tonnes ca¡ried by truck from the west to

eastem ard cent¡al canada for three years, and the percentage of those tomes that were

meat and meat products. The distinction between eastem canada and central c¿nada

made in this table has been applied differently throughout this study; in this case, cenüal

canada includes ontario ând Quebec, while eastem c¿nada includes the Atlantic

provinces. No significant amoùrts of livestock were shipped from westem canada to

aUnion Sfock Yard Archives, University of Manitoba.
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Atlantic Canada. It is very important to remember that the Total Torures Shipped

category conside¡ed n table 5.2 refers to all goods shipped. Thus, the %Mreat and

%Livestock categories ¡efe¡ to the percentage of total ton¡nes shipped that was meat or

livestock

This table shows that meat (and livestock) are important comnodities for the trucking

industry in westem canada. This is fu¡ttrer supported by the export data presented in

section 5.2.3. kr all of the years shown in TabLe 5.2, meat a¡d meat products was the

number one commodity (in tenrLs of tonnage) being trucked out of the westem provinces

to the east a¡d to central canada. Livestock was often the fou¡th or fifth largest

commodity being shipped ftom westem to cenûal canada. No significant amounts of

meat or livestock we¡e trucked ftom the other provinces into the \¡/est. The most

Table 5.2; Tonnes canied F¡om western canada to Eastem and cenual canada, 19g5-

90

West+East West{Cennal

Total Tonnes

Shipped

%Meat Total Tonnes

Shipped

%Meat %Livestock

1985 34,031 20.0 1274,324 77.2 5.8

1988 57,2t6 13.5 r,697,744 9.6 6.7

1990 40,337 14.2 1,310,793 t3.2 9.9
atlstlcs m
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important goods trucked from central C¿¡rada to t}re western provinces were general goods

(unclassified), and i¡on & steel alloys.

In summary, the numbers of cattle shipped west+east increased, fluctuating rapidly untit

the early 1980s. The increases in cattle shipped were primarily composed of feed cattle.

The rail share of the west.east transport market went from 50% in the late 70s to 0% n

the mid-8Os. Rate-cutting by the trucking industry cannot completely explain this

phenomenon because the total number of cattle shipped decreased rapidly as rail was

edged out. The trucking indusÍy wæ able to make profits in the long-haul cattle

tra¡spoft industry because of the available backhaul opporfi:nities. cattle hauled by truck

to eastem canada were moved on backhaul rates whle cattle shipped eastward on the

rails were fronthaul traffic fo¡ the railways.

5.2 Developments in the Cattle and Beef Industries Since 1950

This section contai¡s four sub-sections. The frst sub-section, 5.2.1 examines the changes

in the location of the cattle suppty and slaughtering activity. section 5.2.2 summarizes

cattle prices at several centres, and section 5.2.3 looks at domestic and export markets for

cattle and beef. Section 5.2.4 examines economies of scale in the cattle processing

irrdustry.
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5.2.1 Locafion of Caftle Supnly and Slaughtering Activity Since 1950

Since 1950, tle¡e have been several significant developments in the location of the cattle

supply and slaughtering activity. The largest change has been tle increase of the Albertan

sha¡e of the cattle supply and slaughtering activity. Alb€Ía's share of the cattle supply

increased from 20.8% in 1950 to 39.0% n 1990. In slaughtering, Alberta,s share of the

national cattle slaughter increased dramatically from ll.6% in 1950 to 45.0% n lgg0.

These shifts are partly due to changes in fiansportation technology, paÍly due to changes

in the location of markets for beef and beef products, and partly due to the competitive

position of the Albertan feed lot industry.

Figure 5.3 shows the numbe¡ of non-milk cattle in C¿nada and the prairie provinces since

1950. The total number of non-milk cattle inc¡eased ove¡ the period, showing dramatic

growh until the mid-1970s, then decreasing sharply until the late-80s, and finally

rebounding until the present day.
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Figure 5.3: Number of Non-Milk Cattle in Canada and prairie hovinces Since 1950
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Source: Statistics Canada, Livestock and Arimal Products Statistics, SC 23i,03,
1950-76, and Agriculture Canada, Livestock Market Review, 1950-93

The number of non-milk cattle in Manitoba gre'rv slowly until the mid-70s, after which

time the Manitoban cattle population levelled off. ln saskatchewar¡ the cattle supply

expanded fairly rapidly until the mid-70s, after which it decre¿sed slightly and then

levelled off for the remainder of the period. The Albe¡tan cattle supply experienced

sfong growth tlroughout the period. However, the provincial stocla suffered slightly

from the sharp downturn in the late 70s that affected the other provinces.
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The numbers of cattle slaughtered in federally inspected establishments in canada and the

provilces is shown below in Figure 5.4. In Canada, the number of cattle slaughtered

increased slightly over the period, frst increasing until the late 70s, and then decreasirg

steadily tÏereafter. In the end, the numbe¡ of cattle slaughtered in 1993 wæ up

approximately 600,000 head from the number slaughtered in 1950.

Figure 5.4: Cattle Slaughtered at Inspected Establishments Sinc¿ 1950

flRest ot ca,ada

W ¡¡"rtt

Nls*tnon"""n

I v"r¡,o0"

19æ 1970

Sou¡ce: Statistics Canada, Livestock and Animal products St"tisti6;SC B¿01
1950-76 and Agriculture Canada, Livestock Ma¡ket Review, 1950-93
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In Manitoba, the numbe¡ of cattle slaughtered remained relatively constant until the mid-

70s, despite the fact that the number slaughtered was increasing for the country as a

whole. From the mid-70s on, the Ma¡itoban slaughter was squeezed out, to the point

where it represented approximately 2.8% of the total slaughter in 1993. In Saskatchewa¡,

the number of cattle slaughtered experienced slow growth throughout the period,

increasing its sha¡e hom 4.6% in 1950 to 9.3% n 1990. The largest increase was seen in

Alberta, whe¡e the number of cattle a¡rd sha¡e of tÍe total slaughter increased consistently

tluoughout the period.

The¡e have been impo¡tant changes in the provincial shares of the cattle supply and

slaughtering activity since 1950. Table 5.3 shows the percentage of the national totals of

these series that can be attributed to each prairie province for the period, 1950-1990 at ten

year intervals.
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Table 5.3: Share of Total Cattle Supply and Slaughter AtÍibutable to Prairie Provinces,

r950-90

Manitoba Saskatchewan Alberta Ca¡rada

%of

cattle

%of

slaughter

%of

cattle

%of

slaughter

%of

cattle

%of

slaughter

%of

cattle

%of

slaughter

1950 8.0 18.3 t5.7 4.6 zo.8 11.6 100.0 r00.0

1960 8.7 17.1 t7.0 4.4 28.9 19.5 100.0 100.0

1970 9.6 14.0 21.9 4.9 3r.6 28.6 100.0 100.0

r980 9.9 9.2 18.9 5.4 34.2 39.9 100.0 100.0

1990 8.6 2.8 17.8 9.3 39.0 45.0 100.0 100.0

ource:
and Statistics Canada, Livestock Statistics, 23-6038, 1993

In the 1950s, Manitoba was a net importer of cattle. The province performed slaughter on

its own cattle, as well as large quantities of cattle raised in Albe¡ta and Saskatchewan.

By 1990, the tables were tumed, and Alberta siaughtered more than its share of the cattle

supply. In 1990, Alberta was actually a net importer of cattle, bringing cattle in f¡om the

other prairie provinces as well as f¡om the u.s. in some cases. This was possible because

the Albertan feed lots enjoyed a strong competitive position, a point that will be discussed

i-n section 5.2.4. Manitoba's cattle slaughtering activity wæ negligible in 1990, suffering a

great fall from the lofty position it enjoyed in the middle part of the cennlry.

Pa¡t of the reason fo¡ Manitoba's fa11 in slaughtering activity wæ the decline in the

numbers of cattle being shipped east from the prairies, as shown in section 5.1.3. In

previous years, with many caftle funnelling through Winnipeg to the east, it was
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convenient ald profitable to perfo¡m the slaughter at the point of gathering - WinrLipeg -

because the production wæ weightJosing. Entrepreneus in WinrLipeg we¡e able to take

advantage of that city's role as a trans-shipment point. However, as the number of cattle

fmnelling through winnipeg became smaller, the local industry died. Packers in Alberta

began to take advantage of the fact that there was inc¡eæed trade with the u.s. (as will be

seen in 5.2.3), and the fact that they sat upon the largest sou¡ce of cattle in the corurtry.

In summary, the numbe¡s of non-milk cattle and cattle slaughtered have followed a

bumpy, upward-sloping path since 1950. Manitoba's share of the national slauglrter

plummeted, while Aiberta now undertakes close to half of the natiorfs slaughtering.

5,2.3 Cattle Prices Since 1950

cattle prices have continued to follow an upward pattem since 1950, however, the ¡elation

between the prices at different centres has not retained the stability that it showed durirrg

the frst half of the century. In the first half of the century, the prices fo¡ livestock i¡

major centres we¡e lite a stai¡case - they were detemrined by their proximity to the

eastem market. The lowest step was Edmonton, the next step w¿ìs catgary with siightly

higher prices, then Saskatoon, which had higher prices than Calgary, and then Winnipeg

with higher prices than saskatoon. All of the prices in western c¿lada were lower tTan

those in eastem Canada.
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For the record, Figure 5,5 shows the price per cwt for 41, 2 steers of over 1000 lbs in

both wiruripeg and To¡onto. The prices for A1 and A2 stee¡s are roughly equivalent to

the price series quoted in chapter four. The "good" steer prices examined in that chapter

are equivalent to the prices of A2 steers. A1 steers are the modem equivalent of the

cattle that were llown as "choice" steers many years ago.

Figure 5.5: hices of 41, 2 Steers in Winnipeg and Toronto Since 1950, $ per cw

Source: Statistics a, Livestock and Admal P¡oducts Statistics, SC 23-203,
1950-76 and Agriculture Canada, Livestock Market Review, l9S0-93
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P¡ices of 41, 2 steers increased gradually through most of the period, increasing sharply

in the mid-70s a¡d then levelling off. This sharp increase can easily be explained by the

changes in the cattle supply and in the number of cattle slaughtered. Table 5.4 shows the

average arnual prices for 41, 2 steers for Toronto, Wiruripeg, Calgary and Edmonton.

The prices quoted are the market p¡ices at public stocþards.

It appears that the margin between To¡onto and Winnipeg increased by a large amount

after about 1980. This effect is not as pronounced as one might think - iri percentage

terms, Winnipeg oscillated between 90-99% of the Toronto price before 1980, and the

same range was also evident after 1980. kr percentage tems, there appears to be little

difference fur the relation between To¡onto and Wiruripeg prices before 1980 and after

1980. If there were a widening margin, it would not be surprising because Wiruripeg was

caught in between the sphere of influence of the Toronto market, and the rising Calgary

ma¡ket.
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Table 5.4: Prices fo¡ 41,2 Steers in Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary &. Edmonton, $ per

cwt

To¡onto Winnipeg Calgary Edmonton

1950 ¿4. t4 24.55 24.40 24.30

1955 19.60 18.45 18.20 t7.85

1960 22.65 21.70 20.65 20.46

1965 24.00 23.25 22.65 22.r5

1970 30.40 30.20 28.90 29.20

1975 46.99 43.80 43.56 41.31

1980 80.74 76.06 74.59 74.54

1985 81.63 76.34 74.18 72.79

1990 88.89 82.33 83.54 81.15

Table 5.4 illustrates the declining importance of winnipeg ¿ìs a cattle centre. while in the

first half of the century (and much of the second half), cattle prices followed the stai¡case

pattem, in Ìecent years this pattem has been unstable. Recently, the prices in calgary

have exceeded the prices in wiruripeg. unde¡ the older system where the principal market

fo¡ cattle and cattle products was in To¡onto and Monteal, the prices of cattle on the

prairies reflected the cost of moving cattle to the large eastern market. Thus, the cattle

prices in wir:nipeg were expected to be greater than the prices in calgary for the sirnple

reæon that it was cheaper to ship cattle from wiruripeg to Toronto than f¡om calgary to

Toronto. Today the dominance of ro¡onto and Montreal as tfie primary market for cattle

and meat products hæ changed. Although the prices in Toronto are higher than the prices
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in the west, eætern Canada no longer has the power to determine the canle prices on the

prairies. The primary reason for this phenomenon is that new markets fo¡ beef a¡d beef

products have been opened up for the producers in Alberta, decreasing their reliance on

eastem Canada as the corsumer of cattle a¡d cattle products. These new markets a¡e

located in western Canada, the south-westem U.S., Mexico and the Pacific Rim.

In summary, cattle prices have followed an upward trend since 1950, although the eastern

canadian prices no longer dominate a¡rd determine prices in the west. consistent with

southern Alberta's rise æ a cattle slaughtering giant, prices in Calgary are no longer set in

relation to their proximity to To¡onto.

5.2.3 Domestic and International Markets for Cattle and Beef

Intemational t¡ade of cattle and beef has inc¡eased since 1950. lnterprovincial trade in

cattle has changed dramatically from pattems seen in 1950. h 1950, Manitoba was a

large importer of live cattle, and al exporter of beef. The live cattle imported into

Manitoba originated il saskatchewan and Alberta, which were both net exporters of cattle,

and onìy involved in beef production on a small scale to meet local demands. In

Manitoba, the beef packi,ng industry was on a scale that produced great surpluses of beef

over what was consumed locally.
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Table 5.5: hovi¡cial and National Net Exports of Cattle, 1977 -93,.000 head

Manitoba Saskatchewa¡r Á.lberta Chnad a

t977 48.6 685.4 30.0 334.8

t978 122.5 &9.5 65.2 412..8

t979 106.1 493.9 -9.3 -46.4

1980 t42.1 607.7 23.4 331.6

1981 85.6 455.6 -52.3 260.8

t982 186.6 477.5 44.9 418.5

1983 120.0 392.8 46.5 293.2

1984 135.6 486.2 -21.6 359.3

1985 t39.r 421.7 38.9 323.6

1986 115.2 311.4 -30.3 176-6

1987 206.8 279.8 -r77.3 t92.1

1988 270.4 328.7 -6t.2 470.9

1989 255.4 330.9 161.9 458.1

1990 289 446.5 -51.4 870.1

1991 259.6 426.2 -4.0 886.9

1992 317.0 598.3 48.6 1270.8

1993 352.7 624.7 -31.5 1174.8

atlst a,

Data for the inter-provincial a¡rd intemational shipments of cattle by province of origirL are

difficult to obtain for some years during this period. Table 5.5 shows the provincial net

exports of cattle for the prairies, and the net exports of cattle for canada as a whole since

1'977 . rt is important to keep in mind that provincial net expofis include interprovincial
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movements as \{ell as intemational ones, while for c¿nada as a whole, only international

movements are seen.

The most important point about this table is that Albe¡ta has become a net importer of

cattle. From a position of large net exports in the late 1940s, Albe¡ta hæ undergone large

changes in net exports. cattle imported into Alberta are often feede¡s that are fed and

then slaughtered, and then exported as meat. It is the increased competitiveness of the

Albertan feed lot industry that has atftacted cattle and calves into the province for

finishing. The competitiveness of the Albe¡tan feed lot industry has been increæed by

govemment effoÍs to improve the irrigation system, resulting in inc¡eased production of

feed grains within the province. Also, tfe paying of the "crow off-set" starting in the late-

80s, a subsidy to feedlot operators to off-set the effect of the WGTA freight assistance has

increased the feed supply. The inc¡eased supply of feed grairu in Albe¡ta has made

feedlot operations profitable.

The amount of cattle imported and exported has fluctuated, but fo¡ the last 15 yeæs,

Albefa has generally imported more than it hæ exported. This pull of cattle towa¡ds

Albe¡ta in ¡ecent years explains the decreases in the numbe¡ of cattle shipped eastward.

Manitoba, which was once a great importer of live cattle has perfomred an about-face, and

is now exporting (mostly to Albe¡ta) a large part of its cattle supply. Today, the number

of cattle shipped out of Manitoba fa¡ exceeds the nunbe¡s siaughtered within the
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province. Saskatchewan hæ remained a large net exporter of cattle, as it has always been.

ca¡ada is still, as it has always been (except fo¡ one or two anomalies), a net expo¡ter of

caftle.
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Figure 5.6: Exports of Live C¿trle to the U.S., 1976-1.992

Thous€rìd Head

Source: Agriculture Canada, Livestock Market Review, 1950-93

Figure 5.6 shows that there has been a¡ increase in the number of live cattle exported to

the u.s. over the last few years. Most of the exported cattle originate on the prairies. Al1

three prairie provinces export cattle to the u.s., while Albe¡ta also imports cattle from the

south. Manitoba and sækatchewan do not import cattle ftom the united states. Most of

these expofs were destined for south and western U.S.
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Figue 5.7: Be€f Expofled to the U.S., Japan and Other Countries

Source: Agriculture Canada, Livestock Market Review¡950-93

while the numbe¡s of live cattle exported to the u.s. have fluctuated widely over the læt

45 years, the exports of beef and beef offal have shown sÍong increæes, especially over

the last 20 years. This increæe in exports of beef to ttre u.s. is a good example of the

changes in trade flows that have occurred in the læt two decades that have had a great

impact on the Canadian cattle and beef industries.

Larger exports of beef have come alnost exclusively from the beef surpluses produced in

Alberta. Much of the surplus beef moves interprovincially, but increæing amounts have
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been shipped to the united states. The effects of weakening tariffs and increasing global

trade can easily be seen in figure 5.7, which shows sky¡ocketing beef exports to the u.S.

Comparing the two recent years, 1983 and 1993, there is a sftong movement towa¡ds

more exports to the u.S., Mexico and the PacifÌc Rim. Iri 1983, beef exports went 92.g%

to the U.S., 3.9% to Japan, and 1.97o to the U.K. h 1993, 98.2% oî beef exports went to

the u.s., and l.r% went to Japan.s A gtance at figu¡e 5.8 will show that tle total amount

of beef exports increased by a considerable amount. Total beef exports to Japan remained

relatively constant - a much larger effect is noticeable in the exports of beef offal.

In 1983, 65.6% of the expofs of beef offal went to the U.K., 16.4% to the U.S., 4.2% to

Trinidad-Tobag o, and 3.2% to Japan. A strong tendency towa¡ds the u.s.-pacific Rim

exports carl be seen by comparing the 1983 export destinations to the figures for 1993. kr

1993, 55.9% of beef offal expo¡ts went to the U.S., 23.6% went to Japan, 9.4% went to

Mexico, and l2.r% went to otler cou¡tries.6 This simple analysis shows that in the last

decade more c¿nadian beef exports have ente¡ed the u.s., Mexico and the pacific Rim.

The western provinces (particularly Alberta, due to its large cattle supply) are well-placed

for exports to the westem U.S., Mexico and pacific Rim cou¡tries.

sSou¡ce: Exports - Merchandise Trade, Statistics Canada SC 65-202, Ottawa,
t973, 1983, 1993

ulþid.
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The increased trade with the united states has been the result of a larger Íend towards

globalization. The canadian-u.s. Free Trade Agreement has played a role in increasing

the amount of t¡ade, æ has the deregulation of the U.S. tnrcking industry in the early

1980s. This deregulation gave Canadian ca¡riers access to all U.S. states, increasing the

trade opportunities fo¡ Canadian shippers.

In summary, since 1950, Manitoba has gone from being a net cattle importer to a net

cattle exporter, while Alberta has become a net importer. Exports of cattle to the u.s.

have increased, but exports of beef have sþocketed. In addition, the markets for cattle

and beef have changed from an eastwa¡d orientation.(aiming at destinations such as the

U.K.) to a more westward orientation (aiming at destinations such as Japan, Mexico and

the westem U.S.).

5.2.4 Economies of Scale in the Caftle Processing Industry

Techlology in the meat processing industry has undergone significant changes over the

last centu¡y. No data on the significance of economies of scale is available befo¡e the

1950s. since the 1950s, there have technological improvements that have increased the

benefits of size.
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Eastman and Sþkolt (1967) have reported that in 1959 the¡e were very few benefits to

increasing plant size ove¡ 800 head/week, or 41,600 head/year. Cost reductions for any

inc¡eases over this plant size were found to be negligible. As a result, any firm with a

plant of this size was competitive in the beef rnarket. The plants of tre 1950s were based

on the gravity system. Plants in this era had a vertical orientation - cattle were driven up

râmps to the top floor of the plant, where they were slaughtered. After slaughter, gravity

was used to move the animal down to lowe¡ floors whe¡e other functions were performed.

ward (i988) reported that there are now significant economies of scale available to the

cattle processing industry. Table 5.6 shows the average cost per head slaughtered by plant

size for 1985.

Table 5.6: Estimated Average Cost for Steer and Heifer Slaughtering, by plant Size,

1985

Plârt Size Average Cost

Head/hour Headlyeu $U.S./head

25 52,000 40.71

85 176,800 32.58

745 301,800 29.17

205 426,400 25.54

265 551200 23.96

325 676,000 22.20

on
Livestock Pricing, Blaclaburg, Virginia, 1988.
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The data show that the cos/head decreases substantially past the level of 52,000 head per

year. In 1959, 52,000 headlyear would have been quite comperirive. Ward (1988)

indicates that there appear to be decreæes in cost fo¡ expanding production to 1,100,000

head/year. Modem plants have a mo¡e horizontal orientation - they are flat. cattle enter

the plant at one end and a¡e moved on conveyet belts tïrough different stages of

processing.

The changes in technology have made the older plants obsolete. As plants become

obsolete, they are generally replaced, but it does not follow that a new plant is built on

the site of the obsolete plant. New plants are not tied to specific places, they are built in

the most economic location. The changes in processing technology have acted as a

catalyst for changes in the location of the cattle processing industry. Since 1950, as olcl

plants became obsolete, they were replaced by new plants in Albe¡ta, which was the most

economic location. In winnipeg, there are several old vertical-style processing plants that

are no longer in use. These plants have not been replaced by newer plants in wiruripeg.

Instead, people in winnipeg now corìsume beef that wæ produced in new Albertan plants.

5.3 Summarv and Conclusions

1. competition in tre transport industry has increased æ the moto¡ truck has evolved.

This competition has affected both the shipments of meat and cattle originating in
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5.

westem Canada. In particular, competition ftom trucks made the cattle shipping

business unprofitable for the railways. A significant reason for the strong

competitive position of the trucking indusÇ was the availability of backhauls in a

market where the railways had none.

The number of cattle being shipped eastward increased u¡rtil the late 70s, and has

decreased since. In the late 70s the railways held approximately 50% of this

trarsport market, but by 1988, only highway ca¡riers were moving this freight.

Meat and meat products are the larges commodity (in tonnage) trucked out of

westem C¿nada to the othe¡ provinces.

The locus of beef production hæ shifted to Alberta, the largest source of cattle.

MarLitoba (once a net cattle importet) and Saskatchewan both export cattle to

Alberta for slaughtering and feeding. The strength of the Albertan feed lot

industry can take much of the credit fo¡ this facl The sfuchue of Canadian cattle

prices also reflect the shift of production to Alberta. Changes in the technology of

beef production have acted as a catalyst fo¡ this shift i¡r location.

Important new ma¡kets for cattle and beef have emerged in the western U.S.,

Mexico a¡rd the Pacific Rim (mostly Japan). While before the main market for
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Albertan cattle arid cattle products was in eastern Canada, globrlization and

liberalizing trade have changed the principal ma¡kets.
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CEAPTER SIX: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the analysis of the previous chapters and suggests some areas fo¡

fu¡ther research. Section 6.1 summarizes the princþal fìndings of chapters tlree, four and

five, and compares these results to the requirements set out in chapter two. Section 6.2

looks at areas fo¡ ñrther research.

6.1 Conclusions

It is the thesis of this study that after western calada was able to produce mo¡e cattle

than it needed, high railway rates on meat and lower rates on cattle encouraged the

shipment of cattle to the east for processing. The prairies were a surplus producer of

cattle by the tum of the centuy. Late¡, competition from t¡ucks fo¡ced competitive

freight rates, and this led to increæed beef production nea¡ the source of the raw

materials, in the west. The competition from trucks began in the 1930s, and increæed

gradually until the 1950s, when it took off. The competitive position of the trucking
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industry was inc¡eased because of the substancial backhaul opportunities available to that

industry compared to the railways.

In chapter two, a locational model with one sou¡ce of ¡aw materials, and a single different

place of final consumption was examined. It was shown that the optimal plant location is

at the source of the raw materials if the production process is weight-losing in nature.

Cattle processing is a weighrlosing undertaking because the weight of the useable

products and by-products is less than the weight of the live arLimal.

The conclusions of this model are complicated if diffe¡ential fteight rates - different rates

fo¡ ¡aw materials and finished goods - are introduced. If the fteight ¡ate charged on fmal

goods exceeds the rate charged on raw mate¡ials, this will tend to move the optimal

location of processing towards the place of fhal consumption. A tünsport firm i¡r a

monopolistic or oligopolistic market will use its ma¡ket power to extract higher fieight

rates ftom some customers - principally the customers that ship high-value goods, such æ

household goods and meats. However, if competition is int¡oduced into the transpoft

industry, the firm that was previously able to exercise market power will lose that ability,

(to some extent) and freight rates will approach the tue cost of moving goods.

The availabiJity of backhauls is alother important ûansport-related factor. If a canier can

secure a load for the reh¡rn trip, it will have an advantage over a ca¡rier trat can only

carry traffic in one direction.
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This ftamework was used to analyze the shìfting locus of beef production, because the

Ca¡adian cattle processing industry is believed to conform to the most important

assumptiors of the model:

¡ The flow of trade in Canada has been primarily linear (east-west and west-east).

I The western prairies, particularly Alberta have been the source of most of the

nations cattle, while the principal market for the final good (beeÐ is in eastem

Canada, where the largeS number of people reside.

. Initially, the railways charged differential rates on meat and livestoclç but the

transport ma¡ket became hotly contested as the tmcking industry developed.

It is the purpose of this study to exa¡nine the history of the west-east cattle transport

industry, and its relation to the location of beef production. Information on the following

topics wæ i¡cluded in the analysis:

o Location of the cattle supply

o Location of the cattle slaughtering

o Location of the matkets for cattle and beef

. Rates charged to shipments of cattle and beef

o Competition in the t¡affport industry
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Cattle and meat shipped from western Canada to eastem C¿nada

The cattle industry in westem Canada developed in the last quarter of the 19th century,

growing at a fast rate due to the nahral advantages of the prairies, and paficularly in

southem Alberta. This grou.th continued into the 20th centu¡y, as the numbers of cattte in

western Canada increased, as did the westem sha¡e of the total Canadian supply. The

growth of Alberta-s cattle supply became more rapid than the gro$th rates in the other

prairie provinces. By i993, close to half the cattle in Canada were raised in Alberta.

Initially, westem cattle were raised to be shipped to eastern C¿nada, æ the western

population base wæ very small, and consumed only small amounts of beef. In the 20th

centuy, the prairies began to expald their processing activities, 1ed by Manitoba, which

used its advantage as a trans-shipment point to perfomr weight-reducing slaughter on

cattle being shipped towards eætern canada. Eastern canada retained its position as the

principal location of slaughter through the frst half of the century. The second half of the

centuy saw Alberta rise as the nations largest location of slaughter. Manitoba lost its

position of importance, and actually began to ship its own cattle to Alberta for slaughter.

Alberta's dominance is now so great that it is a net impofer of cattle.

In the 19th century, the only method of shipping cattle ftom western c¡nada to the east

wâs on the C.P.R., Canada's flrst transcontinental railway. kr the begiming of the 20th
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centuy, two new fans-continental railways appeared, although they do not appear to have

introduced significant competition into the üaxspoÍ market, preferring to practice value-

of-service pricing like the C.P.R. The railways followed the class rate system, which

charged higher rates to finished goods such as meat, a¡rd lower rates to raw matetials,

such as cattle. In the 1930s, trucls emerged and began to compete with the railways for

short-haul traffic. However, the trucking industry did not really begin to dive¡t cross-

Canada cattle shipments until the second half of the century, when the gro'*th of the

industry really took off. The competitive position of the trucking industry was bolstered

by the availability of backhauls. Due to equipment inflexibility, the railways could not

move backhaul traffic in their cattle cars, while the trucking industry was able to do so.

The availability of truck backhauls enabled the trucking industry to give shippers very low

rates - soon the railways found it difficult to furn a profit in the cattle Íansport industry.

In the late 1970s, the railways still had a 50 percent share in the wost{east cattle

transpoÍ market, but ten years later, trucks completely dominated the market, ard the

number of cattle shipped west{east had declined significartly.

In the 19th centuÍy, cattle that were not shipped to eastem canada for slaughter was often

shipped to the United Kingdom, via eastem Canada. Cattle exporting became a large

industry hr westem canada. All of the markets for western cattle lay to the east, either in

Onta¡io and Quebec, or the U.K and eastem U.S. This Íend continued for much of the

twentieth century. In the last quafer of the 20th cennry the ma¡kets for beef and cattle

began to expand in the western U.S., Mexico and the Pacific Rim. Trade with these
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regions ircreased, æ established east-west canadia¡ trade patterns changed into new

north-south flows. The cha¡ging pattems of Íade from the faditional east-west flows to

north-south flows a¡e tre principat reason fo¡ the decrease in the number of cattle shipped

from westem to eætern Canada.

Two important points arise from the history of the C¿nadian cattle and t¡ansport

indust¡ies:

I. When competition in the traffport industry was very weal<, most of the processing

of cattle took place in eastem Canada, or in export markets such as the U.K. o¡

U.S. As competition increæed, the locus of production gradually moved

westward, towards the sou¡ce of supply, first to Manitoba, and fhally to Alberta.

Seve¡al othe¡ facto¡s that have influenced the spatial development of the cattle

processing indusúy have emerged. In Canada, tÍe pattems of fade have shifted

from a east-west orientation to a b¡oader north-south pattem, with significant ties

to Mexico and the Pacific Rim. Alberta, a gteat source of surplus cattle, is closer

to these new markets than is eætem canada. The increased competitiveness of the

Alberta feedlot industry has reduced the nunrber of feeders leaving the province,

and increased the number of cattle slaughtered there. There have also been shifts

in the western Canadian population - at one time, the bulk of the western

population was in Saskatchewan and Manitoba, but over the las century, there has
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been a constant increase in the relative population of B.C. and Alberta. G¡eater

hdustrial development is encouraged by a larger population. Finally, there has

been a change in the way that cattle processing is unde¡taken - tÏere are now

significant economies of scale that were not available forty yea$ ago. The

clustering of cattle processing in Alberta is also the result of new larger plants

being built in the location that is the most economical. While Íansportation

facto¡s have been indispensable, all of these factors have played a role in shifting

the cattle processing industry into Albe¡ta-

62 Areas for Further Research

The process of conducting this resea¡ch has illuminated several key a¡eas whe¡e there are

femendous oppofunities for further work rhe opportunities fall into several different

categories:

2.

1. The lack of good statistical data fo¡ the ea¡lie¡ periods.

The impacts (if any) of differential r age rates on the location of production.

Today's markets for livestock and meat.
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Transport and location of processing of other livestock such as hogs, lambs and

poulny (and perhaps even fish).

The development of trucking and the role of backhauls.

Throughout this study, there have been numerous ¡eferences to data series that were

developed, only to disappear several years later, data series that a¡e unavailable before

certaín years, and data that is just plain unavailable. However, the¡e are different levels

of availability. In some cases, the data for the required series may not exist anywhere,

but there are certainly onher cases where the data may be obtained through access to the

collections of the National Library of canada, or the a¡chives of canadian pacific o¡ cN

Rail. The livestock data a¡e unquestionably better kept that the ffarrsport data, and so

most of these oppo¡turrities lie within the field of fansport history. The recovery of mo¡e

data would also facilitate the use of statistical models in transport history.

Wage differences in different parts of the nation may affect the location of cattle

processing, but this factor has also been ignored in this study. preliminary exanrinations

indicate that wages in the west were not very different (and perhaps relatively lower than

eastem wages for meat packing) from wages in eastern canada. Nonetheless, the ubiquity

of labour is ar impoftaft assuaption of the model that is unexamined in this sfudy.

5.
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This study can be used as a background for a mo¡e intensive look at the markets for beef

ard beef offal over the last ten years, and into the next centr:ry. Rising wages in tlLe

Pacific Rim, Mexico a¡rd other Latin-Americal countries suggest that there will soon be

even larger off-shore markets for C¿nadian beef. The effects of these expanding markets

on the cattle and beef transport system is an interesting subject. Other livestock

distribution alternatives (i.e. air freight) have received little or no attention. Finally, this

study can act as a complement to other studies that examine the history of the location of

hog, lamb and poultry processing.
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